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i 
ABSTRACT 
BRS invariant quantum chromodynamics in a spherical cavity is 
developed using canonical quantization. The weak vector and 
axial form factors are defined, employing a classical external w-
-field. The Gell-Mann and Low theorem is extended to include 
non-diagonal matrix elements and degenerate perturbation theory. 
The Sucher form of the Gell-Mann and Low theorem is employed to 
calculate corrections of order GFg2 in the. we:ak and strong 
coupling constants to gA and gv for neutron beta decay. Up and 
down quarks are assumed massless. 
The gauge-independent divergences from the loop diagrams cancel 
each other and can be regularized dimensionally, making 
renormalization unnecessary. 
We find that the weak vector and axial current coupling constants 
are respectively: 
9v = 1.0000 
gA = 1.0883 + 0.2425 as, 
where the preferred value of as = 2. 2 in the M. I. T. bag model 
gives gA = 1. 62. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Since the confinement of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) was 
required by experiment, and appears to be a non-perturbative 
phenomenon currently outside theoretical reach, it was introduced 
by hand in the M.I.T. bag model (CE 74). The static spherical 
cavity breaks the translational, Lorentz and chiral symmetry of 
QCD. This causes a non-conservation of the axial current at the 
bag surface, which is a disturbing feature for the calculation of 
weak interaction form factors. The chiral bag model (CE 79) was 
developed where the discontinuity of the axial current on the bag 
surface was considered to be compensated by the emission of 
pseudoscalar mesons. 
available: 
Two non-renormalizable versions are 
1. The "little" bag model, where mesons exist only outside the 
bag surface and exert a pressure on that surface so that the 
bag radius decreases, which fits well with the picture of 
nucleons in nuclei being non-overlapping (R < 1 fm). 
2. The volume-type cloudy bag model, where mesons are allowed 
to exist inside the bag boundary (TS 88). 
Buser et al (BU 88) have formulated QCD in a finite volume by 
imposing M.I.T. boundary conditions on the corresponding surface. 
These conditions have been shown to guarantee the conservation of 
BRS charge, ghost charge and quark number in the cavity, all of 
which are basic requirements for a consistent cavity field 
theory. Although a variety of boundary conditions can be chosen, 
the M.I.T. boundary conditions are used due to the relative 
success of the earlier classical M.I.T. bag model. 
Renormalization techniques were developed in (ST 90, 91). 
A model QCD calculation can thus be performed in a cavity, 
although the confinement mechanism is still ill understood. We 
propose to calculate the weak vector coupling constant gv, and 
the ~eak axi.al vector coupling constant gA. This is justified by 
the precise measurement of these two quantities (although data 
·2 
fitting can only be done on the assumptions that no SU(3) 
symmetry breaking occurs in leading order in gv, and a number of 
other assumptions, referred to as "Cabibbo-SU(3) fitting"). (MA 
83) noted that the breaking of Lorentz invariance leads to a non-
meaningful renormalization scheme in the large one-body term 
which occurred in the calculation for the magnetic moments of the 
nucleons, but did not lead to similar problems for the 
calculation of gv and gA. Due to the similarity of their 
formalism to ours, we can use this as a motivating factor for 
studying gv and gA instead of the nucleon magnetic moments, 
although we do not actually perform renormalization. If the 
quarks are made massive in subsequent developments of this 
thesis, renormalization will however be necessary. 
Experimental data comes from two groups: 
1. (PA 86) obtains gA/gv = 1.254 ± 0.006; 
2. (BO 83) carried out experimental studies of several hyperon 
semi-leptonic decays simultaneously and obtained gA/gv = 
1. 2 3 9 ± o. 009. The authors argue against world averaging of 
existing data due to the delicacy of apparatus-dependent 
corrections. 
In view of consensus that renormalized up and down quark masses 
should be small (- 5 - 10 MeV) compared to the mass scale set by 
the cavity radius (- 200 - 500 MeV), we neglect the quark masses. 
gv and gA are not dependent on the cavity radius R, which is set 
to 1 fm in the M.I.T. bag model. With the present experimental 
precision the use of a three-quark Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa 
matrix is not warranted, and we retain the traditional Cabibbo 
parametrization, cos0c. Centre of mass corrections have not been 
included, since the usual Peierl-Yoccoz method is not considered 
to be reliable. 
Chapter 1 introduces QCD in free space and in a cavity. Chapter 
2 includes the !VB model, the theory of nuclear beta decay and 
the restrictions to hadronic matrix elements generally considered 
. 3 
to hold (e.g. the eve hypothesis, and the non-existence of 
second-class currents). 
Chapter 3 shows that a generalized form .of the Gell-Mann and Low 
theorem can be consistently applied in the context of weak 
interactions by looking at an extension of the theorem to 
degenerate perturbation theory. The energy shift is expressed in 
terms of gv and gA, and these parameters are subsequently shown 
to be defined consistently with the literature. 
In Chapter 4 the energy shift to first order in a 5 is 
systematically generated, using the Sucher form of the Gell-Mann 
and Low theorem. Feynman diagrams relevant to the calculation of 
the weak coupling constants are reviewed, and their contributions 
to the energy shift calculated. Only the gauge-independent 
results are given (corresponding to the Feynman gauge, l = 1) 
since (OC 90) demonstrated that gauge-dependent terms vanish. 
Chapter 5 demonstrates the numerical methods used for evaluating 
expressions that were not simplified analytically, while the 
results are presented in Chapter 6. The appendices carry the 
bulk of the analytical work of the project, and is presented in 
a compact fashion. 
Chapter 1 
QUANTUM CHROMODYNAMICS 
1.1 XBTRODUCTXOH 
Yet all our labours were in vain. In the spring of 1971 Veltman informed us that his 
student Gerhardt 't Hooft has established the renormalizability of spontaneously broken 
gauge theory - Sheldon L. Glashow (GL 91) 
The breakthrough which led to Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) was 
put forward by (FR 73) when the property of asymptotic freedom of 
non-Abelian gauge theories was discovered. The classification of 
hadrons in terms of irreducible representations of SU(3), built 
up from a fundamental· representation of quarks by (GE 64) , 
initiated the search for them by applying a beam of particles 
without structure (e.g. leptons) at high momentum to the hadrons 
(called deep inelastic scattering). Bjerken (BJ 69) assumed that 
projectile electrons scatter off almost-free point-like 
constituents (called partons), and predicted a property called 
"Bj orken scaling" which was experimentally verified in 1968. 
According to this property, if the momentum transfer squared cf. 
and the energy transfer v pf the electrons are very large, and 
the ratio cf /v is kept fixed, then the inelastic form factors 
depend only on the ratio q 2/v rather than the two independent 
variables cf and v. Other evidence for asymptotic freedom is 
that the e•e- cross-section corresponds to experiment although the 
final state quark interaction was neglected, which indicated a 
weak interaction at short distances. 
Only Yang-Mills theory (YA 54) out of all the quantum field 
theories in four dimensional space-time was found, via the 
renormalization group equations, to have an ultraviolet fixed 
point at zero and hence a vanishing anomalous dimension, and so 
exhibits asymptotic freedom. The renormalization group equations 
parameterizes the change in scaling behaviour at high momenta of 
invariant amplitudes, due to the presence of an arbitrary 
·s 
momentum scale µ in the theory, which arises from the 
renormalization of the theory. 
The BPHZ method, which uses the 11 for est formula" to construct 
recursion relations for the subtraction of overall divergences 
and subdivergences from the Feynman integrals (ZI 69), does not 
make recourse to the BRS symmetry of the QCD (the quantized 
version of the classical SU(3) locally gauge symmetry). since 
the four interaction terms in QCD are related by this symmetry we 
can reduce the number of independent Green's functions, due to 
the generalized Ward-Takahashi identities satisfied by the 
generating functional. 't Hooft (TH 71) used this method to show 
that there are only four independent superficially divergent 
Feynman amplitudes: namely the gluon, ghost and quark self-
energies, and the ghost-gluon vertex. The BPHZ recursion 
relations are then applied to these amplitudes to prove 
renormalizability of QCD to all orders. Recently a more elegant 
formulation of the Taylor-Slavnov identities has been found using 
the "background field" approach in non-Abelian gauge theories. 
It was proposed (FR 73) that the extra symmetry of non-Abelian 
gauge theory can be identified with a new degree of freedom of 
quarks, called "colour". The gauge field then mediates the 
colour-force between the quarks, and is called the gluon field. 
The gluons themselves carry colour and hence interact with each 
other - an essential ingredient for having asymptotic freedom. 
The motivation for colour is as follows: (1) The A++ consists of 
three spin ~ up quarks in a spin-symmetric state, so the overall 
wavefunction is symmetric. But this is impossible by the Pauli 
principle for three fermions. Hence we need at least three 
additional degrees of freedom; (2) The experimental cross-section 
for e+e- annihilation into hadrons is three times larger than 
expected, being proportional to the number of colour degrees of 
freedom of quarks; (3) The experimental cross-section for ~o ~ 
2y decays, which takes place through the anomaly in the 
divergence of axial-vector currents, is nine times larger than 
expected, being proportional to tl?-e square of the number of colours. 
The non-observability of 
postulating that baryon 
colour 
states 
in nature 
pick out 
·6 
is ensured by 
the singlet 
representation out of the decomposition of the direct product of 
three quark triplets into irreducible representations. The meson 
states also choose the singlet representation of the product of 
one quark triplet and one antiquark complex conjugate triplet. 
A different way of stating this is that physical phenomena are 
invariant under SU(3) transformations in colour space, i.e. the 
symmetry is exact. Since only qq and qqq among the many low-
lying configurations of quarks can belong to a colour singlet, we 
are in fact saying that quarks can only exist within baryons and 
mesons (called colour confinement). Confinement can possibly be 
explained as an infrared dynamical effect due to serious infrared 
divergences, which arise from massless gluons (WE 73). In the 
low-energy region (below a few GeV), the running coupling 
constant cx
5 
becomes large and non-perturbative effects (e.g. 
instantons and gluon condensation) cannot be neglected. It is 
currently believed that the non-perturbative behaviour of QCD, 
when enhanced by the non-Abelian nature of the theory, leads to 
confinement. 
Infrared divergences are of two types: (1) The soft,divergences 
due to a massless gluon field and, (2) The collinear divergences 
due to the self-coupling of the massless gluon field (triple and 
quartic gluon coupling) . The Block-Nordsieck theorem used in QED 
to show that low momentum radiative photon processes cancel 
infrared divergences, is not applicable in QCD for processes with 
nonleading twists. However, the general results for massless 
renormalized field theories (i.e. the 'Kinoshita-Poggio-Quinn 
theorem) is still believed to hold for QCD, and all recent papers 
confirm infrared divergence cancellation for some order of 
perturbation theory (e.g. KR 77). 
Due to the small running coupling constant at small distances, we 
may safely use perturbation theory to discuss short-distance 
reactions. Using the operator product expansion one can safely 
extract the purely short-distance part of e.g. a deep inelastic 
. 7 
cross-section (the operator product expansion provides an 
expansion of a singular product of operators in terms of regular 
operators and singular c-number coefficients) . It was found that 
Bjerken scaling was violated logarithmically, which was later 
confirmed in deep inelastic muon-nucleon scattering. 
QCD has predicted several results success.fully, namely the Drell-
Yan process (nucleon+ nucleon~ lepton+ lepton+ hadrons), the 
inclusive e+e· annihilation (e+e· ~ hadron + unobserved hadrons) 
and jet phenomena up to four jets. 
In QCD the effective coupling constant at the experimental energy 
scales is not very small (as - 1/10), so that the renormalization 
scheme dependence of perturbative calculations may have a non-
negligible effect. This often limits the comparison of theory 
with data from experiments. 
1.2 CANONJ:CAL QUANTIZATION 
The usual approach is via Feynman's path integral formalism 
(FE. 48), or more recently the stochastic formalism (PA 81). 
Since it is not known how to use path-integral methods with 
cavity boundary conditions, we use the canonical operator 
formalism and closely follow (BU 88). 
The QCD Lagrange density is given by 
L = W (iy µDµ - Mt) W - 1iaµ {WYµW.) - 1.Fµv • rv 
-1:.A.a All · a Av - ia X · Dl'c.> 
2 µ " µ 
(1) 
where w is the quark field and Mf is the (diagonal) mass matrix 
of the different flavours of quarks. Aµ. is the gauge field 
·a 
- describing the gluons, and x and fil are the Faddeev-Popov ghost 
,fields. IY' and DJL are the covariant derivatives: 
(2) 
with the vector dot product and cross product in colour space 
defined as 
8 
(A X B) a = L f abcAbBc (3) 
b,c=l 
The l's are the 8 Gell-Mann matrices, the faoc are the structure 
constants of SU(3), and l parameterizes the gauge. 
We obtain eq. (1) by requiring the Lagrangean for a massive 
fermion field 
, . (4) 
to be locally gauge invariant under SU{3) transformations, since 
there is no reason why two space-like separateq observers should 
agree on their phase convention for ljJ. The Lagrangean thus 
obtained couples quarks to the gluon field. In analogy to QED we 
introduce a kinetic term for the gluons 
( 5) -
where we need eq. (5) to be locally gauge invariant. We obtain 
this in analogy to QED via the Bianchi identity 
., (6) 
from which we get 
(7) 
·9 
The Lagrangean density now obtained is not suitable for 
quantization because of a problem related to the gauge freedom 
A 1 = A - EA X6> - ~a 6> 
" " " g" 
(8) 
which can be seen by the fact that the canonical conjugate 
momentum to A0 vanishes. We add a covariant gauge-fixing term 
which is globally gauge invariant 
but breaks the local gauge invariance. However, if the phase ~ 
satisfies the constraint 
(10) 
we can restore the local gauge invariance in Lfix. This is done 
via the addition of the Faddeev-Popov ghost term (using the 
method of Lagrange multipliers) to obtain 
(11) 
The Lagrangean density is now that of eq. (1) with a new type of 
global gauge invariance, the Becchi-Rouet-Stora (BRS) invariance 
(BE 74). 
The global Abelian U(l) transformation of the quark fields in eq. 
( 1) leads to conservation of quark number. The global SU ( 3) 
symmetry of eq. (1) leads to colour conservation and the local 
SU ( 3) symmetry to a real Grassmann number, the conserved BRS 
charge. A global scale transformation on the ghost fields leads 
to the conservation of ghost charge. 
The Euler-Lagrange equations can be derived from the Lagrangean. 
The Hamilton density can thus be defined and written as the sum 
of two terms, H = H
0 
+ Hint. The first term H0 describes the non-
10 
interaction fields and is independent of the strong coupling 
constant g. It is given by 
Ho = "' ( - 1i'Ykdk + Mf) "' + 1 (a~1 - alAk) • (a~1 - alAk) + tIP . IJk 
- ...!..n° · n° + nk · a .ao - n° · a .ak - iC · X - a X • a <a> 2l k"A ~A k k 
(12) 
Here IP', (a) and X are the canonically conjugate momenta to the 
gluon and two ghost fields respectively. The second term, Hint' 
depends linearly and quadratically on g and describes the 
interaction between the fields. 
written 
This term can explicitly be 
Hint = -t911JYµl.W ·A"- tg(a~1 - a1Ak) • (AkxA1 ) - gnk • (AkxA 0 ) 
+ 1:.g2 (AkxA 1 ) • (AkxA 1 ) + gC . (A0 x<a>) + igakx . (Akx<a>) 
4 
(13) 
The different terms in the interaction Hamilton density Hint 
describe: (1) the interaction of two quarks and a gluon; (2) the 
elementary three-gluon vertex; (3) the elementary four-gluon 
vertex and; (4) the interaction of two ghosts and a gluon. 
Quantization of the Hamilton density is performed by interpreting 
the classical fields v, Aµ, etc. as field operators. The 
following equal-time commutation and anti-commutation relations 
are imposed on the operators: 
(14) 
In the above the subscripts c, f and a on Weta denote the colour, 
flavour and spinor indices of the quark respectively. The 
commutation relations of the gluon fields are given by 
[A " (x- t) Ilv (y- t)] - i·gµvll.abll. <3 > (x-·- y-) a I 1b I - UU (15) 
The ghost fields originate from classical anti-commuting 
Grassmann fields and satisfies anti-commutation relations, 
although they have integral spin. The anti-commutators are: · 
11 
. I 
(16) 
Now change the field operators and state vectors into the Dirac 
picture with the help of the time evolution operator U(t,t
0
), and 
denote quantities in this picture with a hat. The operator now 
satisfies the following differential equation: 
(17) 
It is clear that Hint (t) satisfies the same. differential equation 
as Hint(t) if all arguments in eq. (13) are transformed into the 
Dirac picture. The field operators in the Dirac picture satisfy 
the following non-interacting field equations: 
(18) 
(19) 
DC> = Di = O ( 20) 
1.3 CAVITY QCD 
In the absence of a solution to the confinement problem, we put 
in the experimental fact of confinement by imposing boundary 
conditions by hand in a phenomenological way. The MIT bag model 
(CE 74) was the first such attempt, where it was done on an 
arbitrary space-like surface. The advantage of imposing 
confinement by hand in QCD is that we retain most of the 
properties of the underlying gauge theory. In fact we are merely 
doing field theory in a finite volume. "The boundary conditions 
must be compatible with the field equations and we require that 
no quarks, gluons or ghosts may escape from the cavity, i.e. we 
demand that . the conserved charges already mentioned rem'ains 
' 
conserved. We choose a static spherically symmetric cavity with 
!2 
a normalized space-like vector n" characterizing it (n"n" = -1 and 
ft is the outward pointing normal of the surface S of the cavity) . 
The conserved charge Q satisfies 
(21) 
so that if the conserved current J" (x) 
condition n J"(x) =O (X€S), then the 
" 
satisfies the boundary 
charge Q will be time 
independent in the cavity. 
The boundary conditions are simply those of the MIT group: 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
The solutions to eqs. (18) and (19) with the boundary conditions 
of eqs. (22) and (23), are respectively the well-known quarkand 
gluon cavity modes which may be found in Appendix A. 
1.4 'l'llE QUARK AND GLUON PROPAGATORS 
Field operators can be expanded in terms of a complete set of 
cavity modes (see Appendix A) . The modes satisfy the same field 
equations and boundary conditions as the field operators in the 
Dirac picture. 
The expansion of the quark field w in the complete set of cavity 
modes is given by 
~cf (x) = L [acfnun (x) e -iint + B;fnu-n (x) eiint 
icµ 
v>O 
(25) 
where the radial, angular momentum and magnetic quantum numbers 
of the quark are characterized by n = (v, K, µ).The expansion 
coefficients a and 6+ are the quark annihilation and antiquark 
1·3 
creation operators respectively. Use is made of the fact that 
the spinors un(x) and un(x) are solutions to the non-interacting 
field equations (18) with the MIT boundary conditions (i.e. the 
quark cavity modes), and en is the energy of the cavity mode. 
The quark propagator is found to be: 
(26) 
In the above, both positive and negative radial quantum numbers 
are included in the sum over n. To make the contour integral 
well-defined the usual Feynman prescription for the poles should 
be employed, as indicated by the ± io. In other words, poles 
with positive energy are given a small imaginary negative part, 
while the negative energy poles acquire a positive imaginary 
part. 
The gluon fields may also be expanded in a complete set of cavity 
modes: 
' In the above, a~(x) 
denotes the radial, 
(27) 
are the gluon modes, where m = {N,J,M} 
angular momentum and magnetic quantum 
numbers. The scalar, longitudinal, transverse magnetic and 
transverse electric polarizations of the gluon are respectively 
denoted by L = S,L,M,E. 
Now define 
:E = ( S L M E) - ( n :E Q Q ) q - q I q I q I q - {A) I Hm I I 
(28) 
q:E = (<..>,- o_!;,o,o) 
The vector, defined in this way, satisfies the requirement that 
14 
(29) 
The cavity version of the propagator in an arbitrary gauge was 
derived by (ST 90) as 
iD~ (xl'x2 } ;;;:: i5abL a!:i: (x1 } a;,{x2 } 
ml::E' 
(30) 
It is well known that the gauge fields are associated with a Fack 
space of indefinite metric, since eq. (15) implies that 
where the gluon creation and annihilation operators are those of 
eq. (27). This leads, if we define ll> = co+lo>, to <111> = 
-<olo>. This endangers the probabilistic interpretation of the 
quantum theory (this can be seen by acting with lo> on the left 
and right in eq. (31)). We also do not want spin zero fermions 
{ghosts) in physical space, since that violates the spin-
statistics connection. In QED the Gupta-Bleuler condition 
discriminates between physical and non-physical states, but the 
generalisation of this condition to non-Abelian gauge theories is 
the condition 
(32) 
where Q8 is the BRS charge (defined in (BU 88)). Physical states 
must always be chosen so that they do not contain scalar and 
longitudinal gluons and ghosts. 
1:5 
Chapter 2 
WEAK INTERACTIONS 
2.1 :INTRODUCT:IOH 
Before the 1930's the electron released in nuclear beta decay was 
thought of as trapped inside a nucleus (because of a classical 
belief in particle number conservation), which contradicted the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Since those days, quantum 
mechanics has led instead to generalized charge conservation, and 
the notion of a flavour-changing weak interaction. Fermi 
borrowed the idea of a current-current interaction from QED and 
postulated that the range of the weak interaction is zero, hence 
the idea of four fermion coupling. Later Feynman and Gell-Mann 
incorporated parity violation, although we shall refer to all 
theories essentially derived from Fermi as "Fermi theory". The 
Cabibbo hypothesis was .formulated to explain patterns in 
magnitudes of strangeness-changing and strangeness-conserving 
weak interactions (e.g. the ratio between the kaon and pion decay 
constants are equal to tan26c, where ec is the Cabibbo angle). 
This is.the idea of the mixing of down and strange quarks that 
produces a new state that interacts with the up quark: 
d 1 = cose d + sine s c c J = d 1 y ( 1 - y ) u 11 11 5 (33) 
Decay amplitudes are calculated by assuming that the self-energy 
diagram in the path-integral quantized theory contains an 
imaginary part at p 2 = m2 , which is identified to be inversely 
proportional to the decay lifetime. If S is the square of the 
sum of the four-momenta of the incoming particles in a reaction, 
- -it is found that if S ~ oo the cross-section for ve + e· ~ ve + e· 
is proportional to s (a « S), an intrinsic behaviour of the Fermi 
theory. Both from power counting arguments and the fact that an 
infinite number of independent parameters are necessary to absorb 
divergences, we see that it is non-renormalizable. However, 
unitarity considerations show that the theory can be applied 
.consistently when GFS << 1. 
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The Intermediate Vector Boson (IVB) Model, introduced to cure the 
pathologies of Fermi theory, incorporated the massive spin 1 
fields w+ and W- (later discovered to both have mass 82 GeV (KA 
87)) with Lagrangean 
where M is the 
Maskawa matrix, 
the W-particles. 
Fermion mass matrix, ~ the 
g the weak coupling constant 
In the IVB model a cc 1/ s for 
(34) 
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
and Mw the mass of 
the process v e + e -
~ ve + e· as S ~ oo, which is encouraging; but for the process w· 
+ w+ ~ ve + ve, a cc S as S ~ oo, which brings back the problem of 
unitarity. The difficulty with the IVB model lies in the 
longitudinal polarization which is absent for a massless vector 
field. Power counting analysis confirms the verdict - the model 
is non-renormalizable. 
Two mutually exclusive exit routes present themselves: (1) We 
introduce a heavy lepton partner to the electron, E+, with new 
coupling strength g': the Georgi-Glashow model; (2) We introduce 
a weak neutral current, the Z0 : the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam 
(electroweak) model. The latter model turned out to be correct, 
and its development will be pursued briefly. 
Heisenberg's idea of the mass of the proton and neutron being 
equal, modulo electromagnetic effects, leads to the notion of 
isotopic spin ("strong isospin") invariance where the nucleons 
are grouped in a SU ( 2) doublet. The corresponding fermion 
Lagrangean then exhibits global SU(2) symmetry. Yang and Mills 
said we should reserve the right to define the nucleon 
independently at each point, . i.e. the Lagrangean should be 
locally SU(2) invariant. However, no massless field could be 
identified with the new gauge field and introducing a mass by 
hand for the gauge field amounted to destroying 
renormalizability. Massless Yang-Mills theory can be shown to be 
renormalizable by power counting. Once massless quark and lepton 
fields are introduced into pure Yang-Mills theory, we can write 
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the IVB Lagrangean in a similar form (although not quite). This 
leads to the suspicion that we can introduce a notion of weak 
isospin similar to strong isospin where we postulate an 
underlying gauge group SU ( 2) L' where the left-handed leptons 
transform as doublets and the right-handed leptons as singlets of 
SU(2). Starting from 
I (35) 
we apply a local SU(2)L transformation. In analogy to Gell-
Mann's eight-fold way we then introduce the notion of weak 
hypercharge Y by defining Q = T3 + Y/2 • We note that our new 
Lagrangean still has a global U(l) invariance, which we associate 
with Y, and gauge it locally with U(l)y to obtain the electroweak 
Lagrangean. The four gauge fields associated with the SU(2)L x 
U(l)y group can then be linearly combined to yield the y, w+, w-
and Z0 gauge bosons, provided 
gsin0w = e (36) 
where aw = 0.23 ± 0.02 (GL 91) is called the Weinberg angle, and 
e is the electromagnetic coupling constant. 
In order to provide masses to the fermions and gauge bosons in a 
way that preserves the gauge symmetry responsible for the 
renormalizability of the theory, we use the idea of spontaneous 
symmetry breaking (SSB) . Goldstone showed that if a continuous 
global symmetry is broken in a field theory, there are always 
accompanying massless particles which appear. The Higgs 
mechanism is then used to give these "Goldstone bosons" masses. 
Thus we obtain massive electroweak theory, together with the 
prediction of a yet undetected particle, the Higgs boson. 
2.2 THE FEYNMAN GELL-MANN UN:IVBRSAL V-A THEORY 
In 1932 physicists believed that nuclear beta decay was the 
reaction n -+ p + e-, and since the nuclear recoil energy is 
negligible, it was predicted that the electron energy must be 
equal to the difference in mass energy between the proton and the 
neutron. Experiment showed that the decay electron energy was 
continuously . distributed, and the change in nuclear spin was 
integral, while electron spin was non-integral. Both energy and 
angular momentum conservation seemed to be violated. In 1933 
Pauli proposed a neutral spin !z near-vanishing or zero- mass 
particle (called the antineutrino) with no strong interactions, 
to solve the problem. The antineutrino was first observed by 
Reines and Coulan in inverse beta decay. Fermi formulated a 
four-fermion (or current-current) interaction in analogy to QED, 
for nuclear beta decay (n -+ p + e- + v e> • The electron-
antineutrino pair plays the role of the emitted photon, thus the 
following replacements are suggested from QED: 
(37) 
and the charge -e is replaced by the Fermi coupling constant G/12 
which was determined by experiment as G = 1. 03 x 10-s m~2 ·where mp 
is the mass of the proton, and the units are fi = c = 1. We 
obtain the Fermi beta decay Lagrangean 
L = ..£1Jre(x}y;.1JrvJ~(x} + hermitean conjugate 
../'l. 
(38) 
where J~(x) is the neutron proton current and is of the same form 
as the electron-antineutrino current, except for corrections due 
to the strong interaction. Eq. (38) is invariant under proper 
Lorentz transformations and spatial inversion (parity). Gamow 
and Teller (GA 36) noted that the same symmetries can be 
incorporated in a Lagrangean with vector x vector (VV) terms as 
in eq. ( 3 8) , and in addition scalar x scalar (SS) , tensor x 
tensor (TT), axial vector x axial vector (AA) and in addition, 
pseudoscalar x pseudoscalar terms. They showed that for beta 
decay the following nuclear spin-selection rules are obeyed: 
For ss,vv ~J = o 
For AA, TT /::,.J = 0, ± 1, but Ji = 0 + Jf = 0. 
Thus at lea_st an AA term was needed to account for I ll.J I = 1 
decays. In 1956 Lee and Yang discovered parity violation in that 
the ~ - meson was found to decay into both odd and even parity 
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.f.inal states. The universal V-A theory was proposed (FE 58) in 
which only VV and AA and in addition vector x axial (parity 
violating) terms appear. All the weakly interacting particles 
were given the same weak charges (thus we say the theory is 
"universal"), and the Lagrangean was of the form 
L = _£_<llre(x)y1 (1 - y 5 )1Jr)J~(x) + hermitean conjugate 
.ft I 
(39) 
where ~(1 - y5 ) is the chirality projection operator, and 
projects out only the negative chirality electrons and positive 
chirality antineutrinos (since they are massless it means that 
all antineutrinos are right-handed or have positive helicity). 
Parity is hence "maximally violated" in the V-A theory. This 
theory breaks down at energies of the order of 82 GeV (the mass 
of the w--particle). 
Nuclear beta decay is a strangeness-conserving semileptonic 
decay, together with related processes like electron capture, and 
~·-decay. Amongst the experimental triumphs of beta decay are: 
(1) The observation of asymmetry in beta emission from polarized 
co60 by Wu in 1956, confirming parity violation; and (2) The 
placing of an upper limit on the probability of neutrinoless 
double beta decay, which confirms the conservation of lepton 
number. This is because lepton number differentiates between the 
neutrino and antineutrino so that the process n ~ p + e- + ve and 
v + n ~ p + e- cannot lead to the process n + n ~ p + p + e- + e-. 
e . 
2.3 RESTRICTIONS ON THE HADRONIC MATRIX ELEMENTS 
From the two baryon momenta PP and P n we can construct 
q = P - P and p = P + P Because 1 y« a«/J = i/ 
n p p n· ' ' 2 
two vectors 
[ y« I y/J] I y« 
y 5 and y 5 from a basis for the vector space of 4 dimensional 
matrices we can write an arbitrary beta decay hadronic current in 
the form 
! 
l. 
I 
J~ = COS8C Up[ fl (q2) y« + if2 (q2) 0«VqV + f3 (g2) q« + gl (q2) y«y5. 
- ig2(q2)o«vysqv + g3(q2)y5q«]un 
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( 40) 
The functions f 1 , f 2, f 3 , g 1 , g 2 and g3 must be Lorentz scalars, so 
they must depend on Lorentz scalars, 
e . g • q2 = MP 2 + Mn 2 - 2 p P . p n' P2 = Mp2 + Mn 2 + 2 p P . p n' 
up 91un = - (Mn + MP) upun, up pun = (Mn - MP) upun. 
We see that all scalars are either constants or related to q2, so 
the functions depend only on q2. 
'\ 
Time Reversal· Invariance (T) 
The transition rate for a reaction matrix is defined as 
<flTli> = (27t)
4 o4 (Pf - PJM 
/Il (2Ei V) II (2EfV) Vi f 
( 41) 
The corresponding operator Tis hermitian, which implies <flTli>* 
= <ilTlf>. Hence in M* we have merely reversed the initial and 
final states, and not the momenta and spins of M, so M* is 
equivalent to M. In the time reversed amplitude M1 , we also have 
initial and final states interchanged from those of M. We 
require time invariance of the theory, i.e. M1 = M* (we use M* 
instead of M because of the equivalence previously mentioned) . 
It is well known that under time reversal the Dirac spinor u 
transforms to iy1y3u*. we find that under time reversal 
M = Gc;;6uJf1Ya + if2<Javqv + gly«yS - ig2<Javqvy5 
+ g3q«y5]unUeYa (1 - yS) Uv 
transforms to 
M' = Gc;;6uJf1Y" - if2o"vqv + f3qa + gly«yS - ig2o"vqvys 
- g3q«y5]upUvYa (1 - yS) Uv 
However, the complex conjugate of M is 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
Hence M* = M' implies that f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , g 1 , g2 and g3 are real. Note 
that CF-violation has been found in kaon decay, but the effect is 
small and can safely be neglected (CF-violation would imply 
T-violation via the CPT theorem). 
Conserved Vector current Hypothesis (CVC) (FE 58) 
The strangeness-conserving beta decay vector hadronic current of 
eq. (40) is 
J~ = cosec up[f1(q2)ya. + if2(q2)<Ja.vqy + f3(q2 )qa.]un 
= cos6c u [f1 (q2 )ya. + if2 (q2 )aa.vqv + f 3 (q2)q«] :·u 
( 45) 
where u is an isospin doublet which contains the proton and 
neutron Dirac spinors, and r + = r x + i r Y' r _ = r x - i r Y' r 3 = r z; 
where rx, ry and rz are the Pauli matrices for isospin. Taking 
the limit as q2 -+ o 
( 46) 
where gv is called the vector coupling constant for nuclear beta 
decay. It is shown in (CO 75) that the electromagnetic proton-
neutron current can be written with the use of the conservation 
of electromagnetic current and the idea of isospin, in terms of 
an isoscalar and an isovector term. It is shown that as q 2 -+ o 
the isovector term becomes 
(47) 
where CP(O) = 1. This reflects the fact that the charge of the 
proton is the same as that of a positron, which has no strong 
interactions. Experimentally it is found that gv ~ 1, which is 
the same value as the vector coupling constant of muon decay, 
where there are no strong interactions. We say that CP(O) and gv 
are unmodified by strong interaction. Eqs. (46) and (47) suggest 
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that J~*, J~ and j:M isov are members of a single isotriplet vector 
I 
of ·currents (CVC hypothesis). With this assumption the known 
conservation of electromagnetic current implies ~J~ = o if q2 --. 
o. Now assuming this also holds if q2 is larger we see from eq. 
(45) that this implies f 3 (q2 ) = o. 
G Parity 
The strong interaction is invariant under a G-parity 
transformation (a compounded charge conjugation and rotation of 
180° in isospin space around the I 2 axis). If we have no strong 
interaction, then the vector and axial vector terms in eq. (40) 
would take the leptonic form 
J" = cose u y"y5 u A c p n (48) 
As the strong interaction is turned on, the terms become the 
vector and axial vector terms in eq. (40), respectively. Now, 
since the strong interaction is G-invariant, the G-transformation 
properties bf J~ (J:) should be the same as that of the vector 
(axial) term in eq. (40). We hence require the G-symmetry of 
terms in f 2 and f 3 to be the same as terms in f 1 , and the 
G-symmetry of terms in g2 and g3 to be the same as that of terms 
in g 1 • Under isospin transformations the six terms transfer in 
the same way, as isovectors (see eq. ( 45)). Thus the question of 
G-symmetry reduces to the question of charge conjugation (C) 
symmetry. As is familiar, under a c-transformation 
-u u - - -u u · u y5 u --u y5 u · u y"y 5 u --u y"y 5 u · p n n P' p n n P' p n n P' (49) 
Thus terms in f 2 do, but terms in f 3 do not have the same G-
symmetry as terms in f 1 • Similarly, terms in g 1 and g3 transform 
the same way, but terms in g2 transform oppositely. We conclude 
that f 3 (q2 ) and g 2 (q2 ) are zero. 
Goldberger - Treiman Relation 
Goldberger et al (GO 58) shows how the usual Feynman rules can be 
- ·used to show that the vertex diagrams contribute to terms 
-.. proportional to g 1 in eq. ( 40), and that one-pion exchange 
diagrams contribute to terms proportional to g3 (remember g2 = o 
by G-parity). They obtain, after dropping higher-order exchange 
diagrams, that 
Jt=cosec up [g1 (q2) Y.,,.'Ys + g3 (q2) q.,,.ys] un 
= cos8c UP [ g 1 (q2 ) y• y5 - ;;g~F(q2 ) q• y5l Un (50) 
where f.. is the pion decay constant and g 0 is the pion-nucleon 
coupling constant. (GO 58) assumed that the current of eq. (50) 
is conserved if M,. -+ o (called the partially conserved ·axial 
vector current hypothesis, PCAC). We see that 
(51) 
Now assume that F(q2 ) is varying slowly, and make use of F.'(q2 = 
M;) = 1. We find that F(q2 = O) = 1. So 
g = g ( O) .. f~g0../'i 
A 1 Mp+ Mn 
(52) 
which gives a value of gA agreeing to within 10% of the 
experimental value of 1.23. Using the definition of g3 in eq. 
(50) we obtain by eqs. (50) and (51) that 
(53) 
From this we see that we do not expect g3 (q2) to contribute to 
beta decay since q2 .. O in beta decay. 
2.4 NUCLEAR BETA DECAY 
Up until now we have regarded each of the particles participating 
in neutron beta decay as plane waves with definite spin and 
momentum and we wrote (compare eq. (41)): 
= 
(21t)4l)4 (PP+ Pe+ pv - Pn)M 
J2En V2EP2E9 V2Ev V 
M = GFuPJ~unUeYµ (1 - y 5 ) Uv 
.ft 
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(54) 
(55) 
where J~ is defined in eq. (40). We want to describe the 
particles participating in beta decay as spatial wavefunctions 
with energies still well defined. We assume V = 1 (just a 
convention) and change 
_1_u eiEyte -iPy · x _ Wy (x) e +iEyt 
.p:KY y y = n, p, e, v 
Now assume that f 3 = o (CVC hypothesis) and define 
We obtain 
Tfi = Gr::;;ac J dt J d3xiVP (x) eiEPt { f1 (q2) Y" j I' (X) ei%t 
+ f (q2) 0 .,.a_a_ [j (x) eiqat] + g (q2) y11.ysj (x) eiq0 t 
2 ax• µ 1 " 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
This formula may be simplified considerably because the momentum 
imparted to the leptons is generally very small: The mass 
difference between the neutron and proton is of the order of 1 
MeV/c2 • It is found that the recoil momentum of the neutron is 
in the keV range, so that it can be neglected. Using the usual 
decomposition of Dirac spinors, and noticing that En ~ EP ~ MP ~ 
Mn, we obtain 
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Y = p, n (59) 
The integration in t can be done in eq. (58) to yield 
T . = fdt ei (Ee+ Ey - En+ Ep) u = 21t5 (E + E - E + E ) u ( 60) fl e v n p 
where 
U = ~cosec[gvfx;<x>-r+xn<x)d3xj0 (0) 
+ gAJx;<x) a · ,;+Xn(x) d 3xj(O) J 
( 61) 
Here we used the fact that the de Broglie wavelength of the 
lepton in beta decay is typically much larger than the nuclear 
radius, consequently the lepton wave function varies only slightly 
over the nuclear volume, so we discarded terms containing 
derivatives of lepton wavefunctions. We also neglected terms 
proportional to nuclear momenta. 
Choosing the lepton wavefunctions as constant over the nuclear 
volume amounts to making them spherically symmetric, or with 
orbital angular momentum o. So the total angular momentum 
carried off by the electron and antineutrino is just their total 
spin, which is either 1 or o. S = O corresponds to a Fermi 
transition, s = 1 corresponds to a Gamow-Teller transition. We 
obtain the following selection rules for using conservation of 
angular momentum: 
Fermi: Jn= JP (62) 
Gamow-Teller: Jn = JP' JP ± l 
and since the leptons carry off no orbital angular momentum, the 
initial and final parities of the nucleons must be identical. 
The Fermi transitions need to be identified with the first term 
in eq. (61) and the Gamow-Teller transitions with the second term 
·in eq. (61). 
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Forbidden beta decays do occur in violation of the rules in eq. 
(62), which must be.accounted for in terms of the terms neglected 
in the derivation of eq. (61) and are generally orders of 
magnitude smaller. 
The PCAC hypothesis and the assumed commutation relation for the 
chiral changes [I~, r:_] = 2I3 (which was derived in (CA 63)) have 
been employed independently by Adler and Weisberger (AD 65) to 
derive a numerical value for gA which is in good agreement with 
experiment. Numerical integration of pion-nucleon cross-sections 
yield gA = 1. 2 4, in excellent agreement with the experimental 
value of gA = 1.23 ± 0.01. 
In this report we attempt to calculate gA and gv as observable 
predictions of cavity QCD (introduced in Chapter 1). 
Chapter 3 
THE GELL-MANN AND LOW THEOREM 
3.1 THE GELL-MAim DD LOW THEOREM 
The usual formulation of the Gell-Mann and Low theorem in the 
interaction picture (Dirac picture) (GE 51) is through the form 
given in (FE 71), which we shall consider in this introductory 
section. 
Theorem: Denote by 
0 
-oo (63) 
U' ( -oo I 0) = .L 
n = o 
(-i)nf dtl ... 
n! 
the time evolution operator of a system, defined in terms of the 
adiabatically damped Hamiltonian 
and the Wick time-ordered product T. If the following quantity 
exists to all orders in perturbation theory, 
(65) 
where the time-evolution operator is acting on the non-
interacting ground state of the system, then the quantity in eq. 
(65) is an eigenstate of H (0): 
(66) 
outline of Proof: Using the fact that derivatives with respect 
to time inside a time-ordered product can be taken outside the 
time-ordered product, and taking care to take the limit as e ~ O 
2·8 
only at the right time, (such that <¢0 1•0 > acquires an infinite 
phase 1/ e> we see that 
(67) 
By the assumptions of the theorem the right-hand side is well-
behaved as e ~ O, and vanishes. 
Multiplying eq. (66) from the left by the non-interacting ground 
state, we conclude that 
Jl.E = E - E0 
= <<l>olHinc(O) l"1o> 
<<I> o I "1 o> (68) 
where E is the energy of the interacting state at t = O and E0 is 
the energy of the non-interacting ground state. 
Note that the prescription of eq. (65) generates the eigenstate 
that develops adiabatically from an eigenstate of H:0 as the 
interaction is turned on. We assume that this interacting 
eigenstate is in fact the interacting ground-state at t = O, 
because the interacting ground-state is assumed to have a 
perturbative expansion in the strong coupling constant. The 
essential point of the theorem is that the denominator and the 
numerator in eq. (66) do not separately exist as e ~ o. The 
subscript "c" in eq. (63) indicates that we only have to include 
connected diagrams. 
For reasons that will soon emerge, the extension of the Gell-Mann 
and Low theorem to the case where the non-interacting ground-
state is degenerate (ST 87), is especially relevant to the 
consistent formulation of the theorem in the context of weak 
beta decay. 
3.2 THE FORMULATXOH OF THE PROBLBK 
In the nuclear beta decay of the neutron, we have n -+ p + e- + v e. 
In terms of the quark constituents of the nucleon and the Feynman 
diagrams (in the IVB model) we have at the tree level that a down 
quark decays into an up quark and aw-. Thew- then decays into 
an electron and antineutrino. 
Now, any higher order corrections to first order should be in the 
strong coupling constant as, then in the electromagnetic coupling 
constant a and then in the weak coupling constant G/12 , since as 
> a > G/12 • This project concerns itself with first-order 
corrections in as. The usual approach, as outlined in the 
previous chapter, is to write the transition matrix element in 
terms of the electron-neutrino current 
(69) 
carried by the spin 1 w- boson (which was first seen at CERN in 
1983 with a mass of 82 GeV). The approach is to ignore our 
interest in the fact that jµ(x) is an electron-neutrino current, 
and simply regard it as an "external" w--current of adjustable 
space-time dependence. In fact we shall choose j 0 (x) = W0 , j 1 (x) 
= j 2 (x) = O, j 3 (x) = Wz; where W0 and Wz are constants. 
We now have the following Feynman diagram: 
x 
x 
X W - ("exter.nal" W - field) 
x 
x 
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The non-existence of external w--fields does not restrict their 
use as a theoretical and computational tool. 
'' 
3.3 BXTENSJ:OH OP TBB GELL-MANN AND LOW TBBOREH 
If INt> and IPt>, respectively, denote the neutron and proton 
non-interacting ground state SU(6) wavefunctions, then according 
to the Gell-Mann and Low theorem, following (FE 71), if 
, U,_ (0, - oo) INl> 
iim 
1
... I e~o <Pl Ue(O, - oo) Nl> 
(70) 
exists, then eq. (70) has an eigenvalue EN of H(O). Note that 
the normalization in eq. (70) is different from that of eq. {65) • 
If we assume 
U,_ (0, - oo) !Pf> 
lim (71) 
e ~ 0 <Nf j{je (0, - oo) !Pf> 
exists, then eq. {71) has an eigenvalue EP of H(O). To obtain an 
energy difference eqtiation (the equivalent of eq. (68)) we need 
to assume E0N and E0P (the eigenvalues of H0 in the states (70) and 
(71), respectively) are equal {assumption I). This gives 
{72) 
if E0N = E0P = E0 • In addition, if the energy at t = O is 
independent of whether we start with I N> or I P>, (i.e. the 
degeneracy of the non-interacting ground states is not lifted in 
some order of perturbation theory) {assumption II) we see that 
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<NflHint(O} O,_ (0, - oo) jPl> , 
=E-E =E-E=E-E 
< Nl I oe ( 0 I - 00} Ip t > . p ON p 0 N 0 
= <Pl j.Bint(O) 0,, (0, - 00) jNl> 
<Pl 10,_ (0, - oo) INl> 
I (73) 
if EN = EP = E. To be consistent in this extended Gell-Mann and 
Low theorem we need eq~ (73) to hold. 
justification of the two assumptions. 
This brings us to the 
Assumption I: We show that E0N = E0P with the Hamiltonian under 
consideration, and we show E0 = <Nt I H0 I Nt > is independent of 
- N 
flavour. Note that H
0
.= 1jJ (-~ iy · ~) 1jJ (BU 88) (neglecting gluon 
and ghost terms, since they do not contribute to 
symmetric under flavour exchange, since Mu = Md = 
chapter it will be seen that the matrix elements 
E0 ). Now H is N o 
o • In the next 
like <Nt I H0 J Nt> 
contains all reference to colour and flavour in the colour-
flavour matrix elements I Which Will be identical for both the 
proton and the neutron states if H0 is symmetric under flavour 
exchange. Hence <Nt IH0 INt> =<Pt IH0 !Pt>. Hence E0N = E0P. A more 
intuitive way of seeing this is to notice that the mass 
difference between the proton and neutron is of order a, and 
hence of electromagnetic origin. We are only concerned with the 
weak and strong interaction, so this is immaterial. 
Assumption II: EN = EP is justified in Appendix E, since the 
colour-flavour matrix elements are identical: <NtlcFIPt> = 
<PtlcFINt> to first order in as (the order of the calculation). 
At this stage it needs to be noted that al though H ( o) is 
hermitian, this does not 0 imply that the energy difference AE = E 
- E0 is real. This is so since, in general 
l!t.E* = <PtjO,+(O,-oo)Hint(O) jNt> 
<Pt jO,+ (0, -oo) jNt> 
¢ <Pt j.Hint(O) 0, (0, -oo) jNt> = l!t.E 
<Pf I 0, ( 0, -oo) jNf) 
(74) 
although equality is attained at the tree level where U = 1. We 
may hence expect complex contributions to the energy shift in 
higher order diagrams, which is in fact the case (see Appendix 
B.2). These complex contributions do not, however, contribute to 
gA and gv .to be defined in eqs. (96) and (97). 
Stoddart (ST 87) shows that if we deal with degeneracy of the 
initial unperturbed state, and the degeneracy is lifted in some 
order of the coupling constant l, then the coefficient of l will 
diverge. The Gell-Mann and Low eigenvector exists only for 
certain linear combinations of unperturbed states. We 
demonstrate that if we consider non-diagonal matrix elements of 
Hint ( O) , this problem does not occur. 
In order to demonstrate this, we examine the simple case of a 
doubly degenerate eigenstate of H0 , INt> = 1¢1>, IPt> = 1¢2>. The 
energy shift as a power series in l is given by 
<Pt llHint(O) oe (0, - 00 ) INt> 
l!t.E = lim ------------
e - 0 <Pf 10' (0, -oo) INf>. 
0 
= ;-~~ l<PllHint(t) INl> - il 2J dte-eltl 
-oo 
(75) 
Using the Heisenberg equation of motion for Dirac operators 
(76) 
... _J 
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we make the time dependence of Hint (t) explicit 
H,.. ( t) = eib0 tH". (O) e-ib0 t int int (77) 
We simplify eq. (75) by inserting a complete set of eigenstates 
and performing the time integration. We obtain 
(78) 
. 
which has a singularity if i = 1, which is cancelled by the fact 
that <¢1 IH:iM(O))Nt> = <NtlH:im(O) INt> = O for the weak interaction 
Hamiltonian. Hence AE does not contain singularities. Hence any 
linear combination of degenerate initial eigenstates can be used 
consistently. 
3.4 THE HAHILTONIAN AND GROUND-STATE WAVBFUHCTIONS 
For the energy shifts up to order Gg2 we do not have gluon-gluon 
and ghost-gluon coupling, but only gluon-fermion, w·-fermion and 
w+-fermion coupling. So we reduce the cavity Hint (t) and add the 
external weak current term to obtain 
Hint ( t) = -J d 3.xili (x) [g~ay 11A: (x) + ~ y 11 ( 1 - y5 ) ~· w; 
+ -5Ly11(1 - y 5 ).!:w]w<x) Vl 2 11 
(79) 
where w; and W~ is interpreted as constant currents that can be 
taken out of the integral. From the Cabibbo hypothesis we have 
G/12 = GF/12 cos6c, where 6c is the Cabibbo angle, and experimentally 
6c .. 15° (CO 75). Note, if ljrcfa: is acted on by r+ or r·, we 
interpret Weta: as a vector in flavour space and r+ and r· as 
matrices, i.e. 
't'+ 
= 
1 ( 't'x + i't'Y) ~ ( (~ ~) + i(~ -oi)) = 2 2 = (~ ~) (80). 
'f 
= 
1 ('t'x - i't'y) 
= (~ ~) 2 2 
) 
3·4 
A~(x) is a vector in a-dimensional colour space describing the 
colour potential of the gluons and the l 8 's are the Gell-Mann 
matrices. It might be thought that for the weak coupling in eq. 
(79) we need only the term in 1+, but the term in 1- is introduced 
to make Hint (t) hermitian: 
(~W<x)y"(l -y5 ) ~·w;cx)1Jr(x)r = ~1Jr+(x)wµCx) ~-<1 - y 5 )y 11·y0 1Jr(x) 
= ...E...w (x) Y"' ( 1 - y 5 ) ~w (x) 1Jr (x) ~ 2 "' 
(81) 
where we used y 
0 
yJJ.+y 0 = yJJ. • 
Note that 
w; (X) = ljre- (X~ y µ. ( 1 - y5) ljrv (X) 
as mentioned in paragraph 3.2, and taking the hermitian conjugate 
WJJ. (x) = iliv (x) y µ. ( 1 - y5 ) ljre- (x) . 
So the weak part of eq. (79) is of the usual current-current form 
for the V-A theory 
(82) 
The wavefunctions IPt> and INt> (mentioned in Appendix E.1 in 
second quantized form) can be constructed out of the cavity modes 
u
8 
(HA 84) by using the usual relation between wavefunctions and 
their second quantized form: 
(83) 
where a is a permutation on the labels 1, 2, 3 of the quarks. 
The case with two spin-~ up-quarks in the ground-state does not 
' violate the Pauli Principle due to differing colours. Agreement 
between Appendix E.l and (HA 84) is obtained by using the anti-
symmetry of the €-tensor. 
3.5 'l'llB VECTOR ARD AXIAL CURRENT COUPLING CONSTANTS 
We obtain independently a relationship between ~E of eq. (73) and 
gv and gA as defined in (CE 74). To zeroth order in as only a 
single quark interacts with the w·-particle. 
x 
x 
x W" 
x 
x 
lsy
2 
up quark 
lsy
2 
down quark 
lsy
2 
up quark 
Hence to zeroth order in as (noting that INt> and I Pt> 
composed of individual quark wavefunctions), we see that 
il.E = <NllHint:(O) IPl> = -J d 3x1Ji(x)..£..yll(l - y 5} 
' .ft 
x ( ~- w; (x} + ~- wll (x) )w (x) + similar terms 
are 
(84) 
where only the weak interaction part of Hint ( O) remains, since the 
strong interaction part does not involve change of isospin. In 
addition, the w(x) is regarded as an isospin doublet of actual 
cavity wavefunctions. In higher orders, w (x) needs to be 
regareied as an operator, which brings in corrections to ~E and 
hence gA and gv due to the Gell-Mann and Low theorem. Assuming 
W
0 
(x) = W
0
, W1 (x) = w2 (x) = O, W3 (x) = Wz with W0 and Wz real 
constants, and using the representation of y3 in Appendix ,F, we 
find 
3·6 
llE = - ~((f d 3X111+(1 - y 5 ) (~· + ~-)w)w0 + 
(85) (f d 3X111+a 3 (1 - y5 ) (~· + ~-) "1 )wz) + simila:r te:rms ' 
Looking at an expansion of eq. (85) in terms of flavours, using 
the quark wavefunctions in Appendix A and noting n = n' = ls~, we 
obtain 
(86) 
= J d3x{gn2 + f2} 'V+µ'Vµ' - J d3V"l1,+ ,,, 
n 11.11: ''""' - ~'l'fn't'f 1n 1 
where we used 
<J - r <J • r = r · r = 1. 
In a similar manner, with the addition of x~ = ~ <OO~Slµ~>Y00 Xs s 
= 
1; 14w Xµ for the lsy, state and µ = µ' from momentum conservation, 
we obtain 
j.I + µI µ + 0 O K/} 
+ ifn,gnXK a·fa3XK1 + fnfn,XK a·.La3a·.LXµ' 
(87) 
= J d 3x{gngntX(a3 x:: + fnfn1x:ta·ra 3 a·rx;1} = J d 3X"1;na 3"1.r'n' 
where 
( 
IC+ K/ 11:.• K/) ( IC ) + O K1 11:.• ( K/) Xµ a 3 a·rxµ' - Xµ a·fa3Xµ' = a 3Xµ a·.LXµ' - Xµ a·r a 3Xµ' 
= ~ {x~· a·fx~ - x~· a·fx~} = o 
Note that in eq. (85) the terms in AE containing 7+;2 vanish, 
which can be seen in Appendix E. So 
3·7 
<Nt 1nin,<o> IPt> = - ~ ((J d'X11rZ.<1 - r'> ~- v.) wo 
(88) 
+ (J d 3X1Jr;o3 (1 - y 5 ) ~-vP)wz) 
where vN and Vp denotes a quark originating from lNt> and IPt> 
respectively. Now notice that INt> can be changed to IPt> by 
flipping up and down labels in the wavefunctions, and that either 
of two cases will hold: 
Case 1:· vN = (~) = .,.+;2 (~) = .,.+/2vP'' where (~) is associated with 
the proton since it is a flavour-flip of (~). So in flavour-
space 
(89) 
case 2: VN = (~) = .,../ 2 (~) = .,../ 2vP'. So in flavour-space 
f d3"V'llr .!:1lr = f d3...,.,1,+ ~.!:dr = f d 3 ...,.,1r+ (.!:.~ + 't ) •Ir ""''t' N 2 'I' P "'"'I' P 1 2 2 't' p ""''I' P 1 2 2 3 't' p (90) 
Since if 
Vp = (~) then .,.+ / 2Vp = O, and if llrp = (~) 
then 
th+ T+; T·; tlr = 0 
'l'pt 2 2 'l'p • 
So eq. (88) becomes by eqs. (89) and (90) 
-; ((f d 3.xllf;,c1 - y 5 ) 't3Vp) WO + (f d 3xllf;,a3 (1 - y 5 ) 't3llf.P) wz) (91) 
I 
+ similar terms 
and by eqs. (86) and (87) the above becomes 
- ~ ((J d3X11J;,'t3Vp) wo + (J d3X11J;,a3't3Vp)wz) (92) 
+ similar terms 
which is equal to 
So finally the energy shift can be written 
(94) 
where we define the weak vector current coupling constant as 
(95) 
and the weak axial vector current coupling constant as 
(96) 
We can also obtain estimates for gv and gA in other models. In 
SU(6) (the non-relativistic quark model) we take INt> and I Pt> as 
in section 3.4 and define 
3 
<Pi I :E 'tlailNi> 
i = 1 
3 
(97) 
<Pi I :E 't~ INi > 
i = 1 
with r7 and a~ operating on the ith quark in INt>, where r7luj> = 
O , r 71 d j > = cS ij I u j > , a~ I t > = ~ cS ij I t > and a~ I i > = - ~ cS i j I i > • 
3.9 
After some tedious algebra (CL 79), we obtain gA/gv = 5/ 3 • A 
better estimate can be obtained in zero'th order in cavity QCD. 
·For massless quarks we obtain (CE 77) 
- 1.09 gA = 5 (l _ 2X1, -l - 3 ) = 
gv 3 3(X1 ,_1 -l) 
(98) 
This result for relativistic quarks differs because for these 
quarks ifn(r) x~K (r) (Appendix A) is not zero, and has opposite 
spin orientation to gn(r) X~(r). The experimental value of gA/gv 
= 1.23. 
3.6 TJIB SUCHER FORMULATION IB CAVITY QCD 
There is an equivalent form of the Gell-Mann and Low theorem, due 
to Sucher (SU 57). The energy shift, given in terms of the 
dummy variable ~' is 
a<Nllse.(IPl>c 
= i irn ie ---.---a""""~...-----~: 01 2 <Nljse.tlPl>c 
(99) 
S c is the adiabatic s-matrix and is closely related to the time 
e, .. 
evolution operator of eq. ( 6 3) . Expanding s c in terms of ~ 
e,"' 
gives 
s<nl 
e,t 
.. 
se.~ = 1 + L Se(,nl 
n=l 
-CD 00 
= (-~~)n J dtl .. • J dtne-clt1I, . . e-eltnlT[Hi~t(tl) • • .Hint<tn)] 
... 
(100) 
The symmetry of the limits of integration makes it unnecessary in 
the expansion of eq. (99) to use time-ordered diagrams, which is 
a luxury. This form is preferr~d, although time integrations are 
often more tedious than in the canonical Gell-Mann and Low 
formalism. Following (OC 90) the energy shift to order Gg2 can 
be obtained from eqs. (99), (100) and (79). Taking the limit~ 
-+ 1 we obtain 
. 40 
(101) 
Term 1 contains diagrams in G (the zeroth order diagram) ; term 2 
contains diagrams in g2 , Gg, G2 ; term 4 contains diagrams in g2 , 
Gg and G2 ; term 5 contains diagrams in G3 • Since we require terms 
in Gg2 we get (we shall later deal with the zeroth order diagram 
separately) 
(102) 
We concentrate on the first term, since the second term comes 
from the denominator of eq. (99), a~d is expected to cancel terms 
coming from the numerator of eq. (99). 
4-l 
. 
Chapter 4 
THE FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS 
/ 
The vertex correction and self-energy graphs contain ultraviolet 
divergences (MU 87), which need to be regul~rized in order for 
the results to be physically meaningful. The only method that 
respects the generalized Ward-Takahashi identities in Yang-Mills 
theory is dimensional regularization. This has been employed by 
(OC 90) to regularize the divergences by using a free space 
calculation, and using the fact that ultraviolet divergences are 
a large momentum and thus a short distance phenomenon. The 
cavity radius is comparatively large at these scales, and you do 
not expect short distance phenomena to be affected by boundary 
conditions at the surface. It can thus be argued that the cavity 
and free space divergences are identical if a similar 
parameterization scheme is employed. No renormalization 'is 
performed, since it is found that the sum of vertex correction 
and self-energy diagrams lead to a cancellation of divergences. 
It has also been shown numerically that the gauge-dependent part 
of the diagrams vanish, so we shall not consider it here. The 
results in this section bear similarity to (OC 90) and commonly 
used results will only be quoted. 
4.1 WICK THEOREM AND FEYNMAN D:IAGRAMS 
A 
Referring to (FE 71) the T-product of fermionic operators Wa(t,x) 
is defined by 
t > t' 
(103) 
t < t 1 
which orders the operators at the latest time on the left, and 
includes an additional factor of -1 for interchange of fermion 
operators. 
42 
With normal ordering ,all the annihilation operators are placed to 
the right of all the creation operators, again including a factor 
of -1 for exchange of fermion operators. If P is the number of 
permutations of fermion operators needed to rearrange the product 
/\ /\ /\ /\ /\ /\ /\ /\ 
ABCD ••• to CADB ••• we have 
T(ABCD ... ) = (- l)P T(CADB ... ) 
N(Af3{;fj ... ) = (- l)P N(C:A!JB ... ) 
T [(A+ B) ( c + .8 .. )] = T(A c .. ) + T(A .8 .. ) + T(B c .. ) + T(B fJ .. ) + 
N [(A + B) ( c + fJ . . )] = N(A c . . ) + N(A .8 .. ) + N(B c .. ) + N(B .8 .. ) + 
/\ /\ 
A contraction of u and V is defined 
()v = T(UV) - N(UV) 
LJ 
(104) 
(105) 
Most contractions are zero, except that some (the ones between a 
/\ /\ 
field Va and an adjoint field v;> are of the form 
iG11~(t,x, t 1,r), where 
0 1 ..J <W 0 lr('1111 (t,x) '11p (t',r>)lw0 > iG11 fi(t,x, t ,E) = w jw 
< o o> 
(106) 
is the free field Green's function. The contractions are 
c-numbers in the occupation number Hilbert space. 
Theorem: (Wick) 
T< ovw . . . . gfz> = N< ovw . . . gfz> + 
N< ovw . . . gfz> + N< ovw . . . gyz> + . . . + N< ovw . . . gyz> 
LJ L..J (I II 
= N(UVW •.• gyz) + N (sum of all possible pairs of contractions) 
(107) 
Outline of proof: Consider a time ordering, and start moving 
creation parts to the left within this ordering. Each time a 
creation part fails to anti-commute, it generates an additional 
term, which is just a contraction. We may include all possible 
contractions, since the contraction vanishes if the creation part 
is already to the left of the destruction part. 
Wick's theor_em allows us to evaluate the energy shift, and the 
different terms in the expansion in g and G are associated with 
a picture called a Feynman diagram according to canonical rules. 
The contribution of diagrams in the denominator of eq. (99) 
exactly cancels the contribution of disconnected diagrams in the 
numerator (ST 87), so that we only need the expansion into 
connected diagrams. 
Concentrating on the first term in eq. (102), the energy shift is 
(108) 
We note that eq. (108) contains three terms of O(G/, 2g2 ) which is 
of interest. It also contains one term of O(g3), one of O((G/, 2 ) 3 ) 
and three of O ( (G/, 2 ) 2g) . The O (g3 ) diagram must be zero since 
there are no external gluon lines, and the O ( (G/, 2) 3 ) diagrams are 
very small to the order in which we are interested, due to the 
weakness of the w--interaction. 
For the three terms that are of interest we see that they are 
equal because of symmetry under integration label exchange in eq. 
(108). So we only consider one such typical term and contract 
it, requiring that diagrams obtained must be connected to 
asymptotic three body INt> and IPt> states. For four 
contractions we obtain vacuum diagrams which are not connected to 
the asymptotic states. For one contraction we obtain three-body 
diagrams which do not exist in O(G/, 2g2), for two contractions we 
obtain two-body diagrams, and for three contractions we obtain 
one-body diagrams. For zero contractions the contribution is 
zero, since there are no external gluon lines. 
Looking at a typical term in eq. (108), one can heuristically 
- -write (note that only A-A, ljJ - ljJ and ljJ - ljJ contractions are non-
zero): 
- -
<N [ ( ljJAljJ) x1 ( ljJWljJ) x2 ( ljJAljJ) x3] > ' 
where we shall indicate by stripes the gluon-gluon contractions, 
and by solid lines the quark-adjoint quark contractions. 
The type of diagrams obtained are: 
I 
I 
xx x • 
(la) VERTEX CORRECTION 
X1 
x2 xxx 
X3 
(lb) SELF-ENERGY 
X .XX 
I 
(le) SELF-ENERGY 
i , 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
•/ 
' ' ' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
" '
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
, 
I 
I 
a I 
I 
I 
( 
\ 
\ 
\ 
' \ 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
xx x 
xx x 
xx x 
x 
x 
c/\ m, --- p 
"1 "2 
x 
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x2 xx x • ,, xx x 
' 
' ', 
' xx xx ', m, 
' ' 
'',,,, -----------------X3 
' 
p 
"4 "2 
(2a) TWO-BODY 
X1 
'] n3 "1 // " m, " " " " -----------------
" 
, 
x2 xx x • / xx x 
p 
xx xx 
X3 
"4 "2. 
(2b) TWO-BODY 
(109) 
X1 
x2 xx x • xx x Not connected 
- Disregard this diagram 
X3 
A more detailed analysis shows that there are actually two 
diagrams corresponding to each of the above diagrams. This will 
explicitly be demonstrated for the two-body case. We show 
explicitly the contraction and corresponding creation and 
annihilation operations. Note that ljrn ljrn, leads to the free space 
- t..:..:._J 
Green's functions, while ljrn "'"' leads to minus the free space 
~ 
Green's functions. The numbering is merely for identification 
4·6 
purposes and Qij indicates that the external W"-field acts between 
quarks labelled i and j: 
m, m, 
- xxxx xx xx - xxxx xx xx 
m, m, 
2a(1) 2a(2) 2b(1) 2b(2) 
1 2 4 3 
2a (1) <N[ (-qrG-qr) (-qrG-qr) (1"Eilr)] >-<N[a1+a2Q34a4a3•]> = - <a;a3.Q34 a2a4> 
I I I I 
2 3 4 1 
2a (2) <N[ <vf"1) <ll1qw> CW Eilr)] > -<N[a2a3+Q12a 4a;]> ;;; - <a1•a3•012a2a4> 
1 2 3 4 
2b(l) <N[ ( Wlftlr) ( wq~ Eilr) ] > -<N[ al+ a2Q34 d3+ a4]> = - <a;a3•Q34a2a4> 
1 3 4 2 
2b(2) <N( ("1G1Jr) (lj!G1Jr) ("1E1Jr)] >-<N[ata3+Q12a 4a 2]> ;;; - <a;a3•012a2a4> 
I I I l 
(110} 
Now if we exchange the labels 1 ~ 3, 2 ~ 4 in 2a(2} we obtain 
2a(l), and similarly from 2b(2} we obtain 2b(l}. Hence diagrams 
2a(l) and 2a(2) are identical and this is represented by 2a. 
Similarly, diagrams 2b(l) and 2b(2) are identical and this is 
represented by 2b. Hence, in addition to· a factor of 3 due to 
integration label symmetry, there is a factor of 2 here, showing 
that we must multiply the energy shift due to a diagram by 6. 
4.2 THE ZEROTH ORDER DIAGRAM 
This is included as a concise summary and explicit demonstration 
of methods employed in this chapter in a sample case, and also 
because this diagram does in fact make the dominant contribution 
47 
to gA/gv. Correspondence is obtained with the square-well 
potential model in eq. (98). 
From the Sucher formulation in eqs. (99) and (100), we obtain 
AE = 
... 
~<i - i~J dte-eltlT[Hint(t)]>c 
lim ie --------------~ ~ 1 2 ... 
• - 0 
_.., 
... 
(to the first order in ...£.., and zeroth order in g) 
./2 
... 
(where this is the only connected contribution; 
we do not make any contractions) 
= lim .E 
e ~ o n, n' 
-1 ;j dte-elt,leie(e,,-e,,1)<§.;fn(~+ + ~-)ff,§.c'f'n'> 
_.., 
' 
(111) 
(where we used the expansion of the quark field in eq. (25) and 
used only the particle creation operators, since INt> and IPt> 
contain no antiparticle operators). 
The colours cannot change due to a w--current since the current 
is colourless, soc= c'. Conservation of.angular momentum and 
energy at the external vertex, together with the fact that the 
energy eigenvalues are discrete in the cavity, means that the 
radial and angular momentum quantum numbers must be the same on 
either side of the operator insert. Hence n' = n. Another way 
to see this is to note that an explicit evaluation of the colour-
flavour matrix element would lead to n' = n = lsy
2
• 
4·8 
Since en = en,, the time integral in eq. (111) becomes 
00 
(112) 
and hence eq. (111) becomes 
(113) 
where n = (ls~1 µ) and we use section E.l and B.2 to evaluate AE 
to obtain 
(114) 
where A:ic and O:ic are defined in eqs. B (22) and B (28), and snn in 
eq. B (9). Here <NtlcFIPt> refers to the colour-flavour matrix 
element in eq. (113) and is explicitly obtained by noting that 
<Nt I CFI Pt> is equal to eq. E (1), with the exception of the 
factor of 4/ 3 in eq. E (5). Finally we obtain 
(115) 
4.3 THE VERTEX CORRECTION DIAGRAM 
Multiplying by a factor of 6 in eq. (108) and using the 
contractions for diagram (la), we obtain 
x <N[ (ijig~• t•r> x.<-;7;fr• (1 - y5 ) <f w; + f W•) r x, (Tg~flr) x,]> c 
(116) 
4·9 
Supstituting the cavity mode expansion of the fields, and 
inserting the quark propagator and the gauge-independent part of 
the gluon propagator, we find that 
.. .. 
(117) 
-mE mE 
where we have assumed W" = W". Qnip' , Qqn2 , Mpq are defined in 
Appendix B, and the expectation value of the colour, isospin and 
creation/annihilation operators are given in Appendix E. 
, I I I O' Connor (OC 90) performs contour integrals over <i> , <i> , t 1 , t 2 , 
t 3 , Wick rotates <i>' -+ i<i>, e 1 -+ ie 1, e2 -+ ie 2 ; uses the Feynman 
parameterization, makes a shift of variables, performs a standard 
Gaussian integral over <i>, rotates back to Minkowski space and 
then performs an integration over parameterization variables x 
and y to leave a non-integrable singularity in z. Defining rmEpq 
as the part of eq. (117) that excludes g2 G;, 2 , the colour-flavour-
matrix element, and the spin sum (defined in Appendix C), he 
obtains 
.. 
I:: = f dzI:; (z) 5,
1
, 2 
0 
(e 1 + Cq) 2 - 0 2 + 2£1Cp e -ze: _ 
Sc~ (e~ - e;) .,;nz 
(r; 1 + epl 2 - 0 2 + 2r:1iqe-zei, _ 
Se~ (c~ - c;) .,;nz 
where the normalized error function is defined 
(118) 
(119) 
nerf(x) 
and the following shorthand has been introduced: 
A. = (ei + 'l2 - e~) /2e 1 
B. = (ei + 0 2 - e;) /2t 1 
A_ = (ei - 0 2 + e~) /2e1 
B_ = (ei - 0 2 + e;) /2e 1 
50 
(120) 
(121) 
The apparent singularity in eq. (119) when eP = eq can be found 
to be such that ImE pq is identical to the expression in section 4. 4 
for that case, so it is not listed here. Note that 6 limits 
. £1£2 
the incoming and outgoing quark energies to being identical. 
4.4 TllB SBLl'-BRERGY ZNSBRT DIAGRAMS 
The other two diagrams containing a divergence are the self-
energy diagrams (lb) and (le). After multiplying by 6 in eq. 
(108) and using the contraction of (le) the energy shift for 
diagram (le) is 
which gives for the gauge-independent part: 
.. 
x L gi:i: Mn
1
qQ: O;'! f dt1 dt2 dt3 f dwdw 1dw 11 
pqm'E. . -co _.., 
. (123) 
where we have assumed w+JL = WIL. 
O'Connor (OC 90) shows that the case eq = e2 leads to a 
logarithmically divergent expression when inserted into eq. 
(123), while the case eq ¢ e2 remains finite. The divergent term 
is shown to acquire a factor of \ relative to the finite term, 
which ultimately leads to the cancellation of divergences when 
the vertex correction and two self-energy insert diagrams are 
added. He obtains 
r;:: (z) = 
f dzK::: (z) 8e
1
e2 if eq ¢8 2 
0 
00 
0 
+ 2LmE(z) = · 1 [ (e '.+ e + 0) 2 (e + e - 0) 2 z + 2e 2]e-z02 p 4=:; 1 p 1 p 1 
l6t:1v 1CZ 
(124) 
where I= is the part of eq. (123) excluding g2 G/J 2 , the colour-
flavour matrix element, and the spin sum •. B+ and B_ are defined 
in eq. (121) and the possibility eq = e2 is, as promised in 
section 4.3, actually a special case of eq. (124) for the vertex 
correction diagram. Once again oe e limits the incoming and 
1 2 
outgoing quark energies to being identical. The energy shift for 
diagram (le) turns out to be identical to that of diagram (lb). 
The latter will be incorporated by multiplying eq. (124) by two. 
An intuitive argument to support that the energy shift for (lb) 
equals that for (le) can be given. We note that the expression 
5·2 
for AE (due to diagram (le)) contains oe,ez' and since in the spin 
sum we have cS , we conclude that the quantum numbers of the 
ll1ll2 
incoming and outgoing quarks are identical. Hence if we shift 
labels 1 ~ 2 externally, the energy shift should be the same. 
But this is just the energy shift due to (lb). 
4.5 TJIB OBB-GLUON EXCHANGE DIAGRAMS 
Multiplying by a .factor of 6 in eq. ( 108) and using the 
contractions of diagram (2b), we obtain 
( 125) . 
After substituting the quark and gluon propagators, the gauge-
independent part becomes 
d<iJ' 
(2n) 
(126) 
where we used W'll = wµ. Note that the sign of eq. (126) is 
opposite to that of the vertex correction.in eq. (117) and the 
self-energy in eq. (123). This has its origin in the.negative 
sign in eq. (110). 
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If we make I~ equal to .the part of eq. (126) excluding g 2 G/12 , 
t:h.e colour-flavour matrix element and the spin sum, (OC 90) 
obtains 
(127) 
The energy shift for diagram (2b) turns out to be identical to 
that of diagram (2a) . The latter will be incorporated by 
multiplying eq. (127) by two. 
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Chapter S 
NUMERICAL METHODS 
5.1 PREPARATXONS FOR HUMERXCAL CALCULATXON 
The expressions for the energy shift in Chapter 4 are now ready 
for numerical calculation. We briefly indicate the numerical 
methods connected to the vertex correction shift in eqs. (117) 
and (118). We calculate the colour-flavour matrix elements of 
eq. (117) in Appendix F (call it <CF>). We note that the sum 
over flavours and colours is done in <CF> since it does not occur 
in any other term in eq. (117). The sum over n1 and n2 in eq. 
(117) simplifies to a sum over µ, since <CF> restricts both the 
external quarks to be in the lsy, state, and restricts µ1 = µ2 = µ. 
After summing in eq. (117) over the spins of the intermediate 
gluons and quarks (done in section C.l), we obtain 
00 
= J dzAE(z) 
0 
00 
(128) 
A : cari be found explicitly in eqn. C (8) (where we use jp = IKPI 
- ~, jq = I Kq I - ~) . m, p, q are understood not to include M, µP, 
µq in eq. (128). The sum overµ is carried out externally(µ= 
± ~' since j 1 = j 2 = ~).- Only <CF> and A: in eq. (128) has an 
explicit dependence on µ. r: ( z) does not depend on M, µP, µq and 
has been given in eq. ( 119) . We understand that n1 and n2 in A : 
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are chosen such that j 1 = j 2 = ~ and € 1 = € 2 = 2.04, which implies 
that x 1 = K 2 = -1. This again implies that t 1 = t 2 = o and t 1 = 
t 2 = 1, by eqs. A (7) and A (8). The sums over vP and vq run over 
all non-zero integers: negative integers corresponding to 
negative energies and positive integers corresponding to positive 
energies. The spin sum in eq. C (8) restricts A ~to be non-zero 
if IKql = IKPI for terms proportional to W0 , and IKql = IKPI ±1 for 
terms proportional to wz. Hence in eq. (128) we remain with an 
infinite sum in 5 dimensions: KP' vP, vq, N, J. Here vP, vq = ••• 
-3, -2, -1, 1, 2, 3, .•. ; N = o, 1, 2, 3 ••• ; KP = ... -3, -2, 
-1, 1, 2, 3, .•. ; and J = O, 1, 2 (where J = O is only 
allowed for the scalar and longitudinal gluon modes). 
The infinite sum over five dimensions must be truncated at some 
point, and this is done by introducing an energy cutoff E~x such 
that all energies satisfy 1€PI i 1€ql, ln~I S E~x in order to be 
included in the sum. This condition is chosen since the quark 
and gluon propagators become elevated to exponentials (as in eqs. 
( 117) and ( 119) ) via the · regularization technique, and these 
exponentials become very small for high energies. For this 
calculation a cutoff of E~x = 50 is used. Higher values of E~x 
lead to a power law increase in the number of terms to be 
included in the sum, and hence in computing time. 
The calculation of the quark energies are done by assuming the 
masses of the up and down quarks to be zero, as has been 
consistently done in section A.l. We then solve eq. A (9) to 
obtain typical values (CE 74) of xvx' e.g. 
for K = -1 x 1 _ 1 = 2.04, x2 _ 1 = 5.40, x_ 1 _1 = -2.04, x. 2 _1 = -
5.40. I 
for K = 1 
7 • 00 • t 
x 1 = 3.81, x2 1 = 7.oo, x_ 1 1 = -3.81, x_2 1 = -
where v classifies the order of the solution. For the gluon 
energies we do not have any negative energy solutions of eq. 
A (20) . 
We can check the accuracy of eq. 
sum rule (Appendix D). In eq. 
5'6 
(128) as a whole by using the 
(128) we also _perform the 
truncated sum before the integral over z is performed, in this 
way we obtain a smooth curve AE(z), a parametric representation 
of the energy shift AE. 
We know from previous discussion that AE is singular, and that 
the functional form of this non-integrable singularity in the 
cavity should be exactly the same as the form derived in free 
space, which is derived here in a similar way to the derivation 
by (OC 90) of a related quantity, and is given by 
{129) 
The step shown above is to shift the variable from z to y 2 • The 
reason for this is that I~ ( z) in eq. ( 118) has an integrable 
singularity of the form 1/J 2 e·112 • Hence this term gives a finite 
contribution to AE, but if AE(z) is plotted it would still appear 
divergent near z = o. Making the variable shift z to y 2 we find 
00 00 
and so AE(y) is regular at the origin y = o, for the integrable 
singularity in AE. 
We can now calculate AE (y) by making the shi.ft z -+ y 2 in eq. 
(128) such that AE = f~ dy AE(y), and su~tract from it AEs(y). 
We obtain a regular function of y, which behaves regularly at the 
origin. In other words we have regularized AE(y) by subtracting 
from it the divergent contribution AEs (y). Integrating the 
result over y this gives a finite contribution to the vertex 
correction. It is found that AE (y) shows discontinuous behaviour 
at very small y, which can be attributed to the truncation of the 
infinite sum over cavity modes at some energy cutoff E~x· We 
note from eq. ( 118) that the dominant contribution at high 
energies in typical terms like e·flY' is when y is small (TJ is the 
\ 
square of an energy) • Hence at small y we expect the discrepancy 
due to neglected high energies to be maximal. The part showing 
discontinuous behaviour can be neglected and replaced by an 
extrapolation based on the other known points. 
5.2 IJUKBIUCAL ROUTXHBS 
Bessel Functions: In order to evaluate jt(x), it is found that 
the best balance between accuracy and speed is obtained by 
applying three different techniques in different regions of the 
( .e, x) space: 
(1) 35 < x < .e: Due to inaccuracies with the other two 
techniques, a slower reverse recursion routine (GI 88) is 
utilized. 
(2) x > 0.32 .ei.25 + 3: Forward recursion 
je+1(x) = ~je(x) - je-1(x) 
(3) x 5 0.32 .ei.25 + 3: Series expansion, 
E F t . W d f' f( ) -- fxo e-t
2 dt and use the cases: rror unc ion: e e 1ne er x 
(1) 05x</a: Series development 
2 ... 
erf (x) = e-; x L 
n=O 
(2) x ~/a: Continued fraction development, 
erf(x) = v'7i - e-x2x (-1- i 
2 2 x2• 1+ 
(3) x < O: erf (x) = - erf (-x). 
3 
1 2 
x2+ 1+ ... ) 
r<i> -~-x2n 
f (~ + n) 
It is found that if energies are large in modulus, terms like e-zn• 
nerf (/z A.) + e-u:q nerf (/z A_) in eq. (118) become very 
sensitive to the value of nerf(/z A.) or nerf(/z A_), which are 
then both 1 to the 16-digit accuracy available in double 
5S 
• 
' 2 JCI -'tz precision FORTRAN 77. We define serf(x) = x xe dt, which has 
a smooth behaviour as x ~ oo, and does not die right away to zero 
for the large x used. We rewrite eq. (118) in terms of serf (x) 
and thus prohibit numerical subtraction errors. A continued 
fraction development is used, and serf (x) is used instead of 
erf(x) if x > 2. 
Eigenenergies: The secant method of root finding is used, since 
the method assumes the approximate linearity of the function near 
the root, which is obeyed by Bessel functions. 
conditions it is faster than the bisection method. 
Under these 
Integration: Gaussian quadratures have freedom for both the 
weights and abscissas, and hence the order of accuracy is twice 
that of the Newton-Cotes formula for the same number of points. 
More specifically we use Gauss-Legendre Quadrature. The radial 
integrals in eqs. B (5) to B (8) and B (30) are found to be 
strongly oscillatory for v + v' ~ 18. In this case we use 50 
integration points. For other values of v and v', 30 integration 
points are found adequate to produce an accuracy of 11 digits. 
The integral AE = f~ AE(y) is also done with the above 
integration method, where the integral is done for Y€[0,2] since 
AE(y) - 0 for Y€[2,oo]. 
Main Program: The quark and gluon energies are stored on disk, 
and loaded in two arrays. The summation in order from the outer 
sum to the most inner sum is L, KP' Kq, J, vP, vq, N. The radial 
quantum numbers are most internally summed over since they are 
not mentioned in the 3j- and 6j-symbols in the spin sum, which 
allows CPU time to be more effectively used. Note that for each 
of the above set of quantum numbers we calculate AE(y) for all 
values of y required by the integration routine, and since only 
r:(z) contains z we do not have to calculate A ~ for each z, 
incurring significant time savings. We have, however, not gone 
out of our way to prohibit multiple calculations of similar 
quantities. 
5-9 
Interpolation Polynomial: As mentioned in section 5.1, we need to 
extrapolate AE(y) in the region where y is very small. 
Polynomial interpolation is found adequate (fitting a second 
degree polynomial to the nearest 2 points) since AE has no poles 
(so rational function extrapolation is unnecessary) and we do not 
need the derivative of AE(y) to be smooth (so cubic spline 
extrapolation is unnecessary). 
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Chapter 6 
RESULTS 
6.1 CALCULATION 
Note that the complex contributions to the energy shift in 
Appendix C are omitted in this calculation, since our method of 
defining 9v and gA in eqs. {95) and {96) used a tree level 
approximation, in which these contributions vanish. This is not 
a loss since only leading order form factors can currently be 
deduced from experiment {TS 88). 
For the vertex correction diagram, programming time is saved by 
noting that eq. c (8) gives the restrictions 
I J - ~ I $ j P $ J + ~ , I J - ~ I $ j q $ J + ~ , and 
KP = Kq or tP = tq or tP = tq, as well as parity restrictions in 
the quark-gluon vertex integrals. The y-form AE{y) obtained in 
Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.3 can now be computed and compared with the 
singular function AEs(y). The initial and final quarks were in 
a spin up state, and a energy cutoff of E~x = 50 was employed. 
The spin sum routine was called 2073313 times, and the 
calculation took 32 hours CPU time on an Apollo DN 5500 computer. 
Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.4 shows the regular function that results by 
subtracting from AE (y) the singular function AEs (y). Integrating 
this regular function gives a finite contribution to the vertex 
correction. At the points y $ 0.06 we see sudden fluctuations 
that destroy the apparent continuity of AE(y) - AEs(y). These 
points are not plotted in the figures on the following pages, and 
were discarded in favour of the polynomial extrapolation 
mentioned in Chapter 5. Inaccuracies in the integration of the 
extrapolated regular energy shift were found to be sensitive to 
the type of extrapolation polynomial used, and the fact that 
integration was only performed in the interval yE[0,2] and not in 
the interval yE[O,oo]. Inaccuracies were at the level of the 
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fiftl'l digit in the value of gv and gA finally obtained, and are 
hence negligible. A 60-point Gaussian integration, with the 
first 7 points extrapolated using a quadratic polynomial for the 
calculation of gv and gA, is performed. 
The self-energy insert diagrams turns out to be shorter to 
calculate than the vertex correction, and the spin sum imposes 
the conditions jq = \, IJ - \I ~ jP ~ IJ +\I, Kq = -1; so that 
~\c = 2µ 1 and ~1 = - 2/ 3µ 1 • A value of Emax = 50 was used, the 1 q 11tq . 
spin sum routine was called 1453419 times, and the calculation 
took 21 hours CPU time on an Apollo DN 5500 computer. The 
divergent graphs are shown in Fig. 6. 5 and Fig. 6. 7 and the 
regular graphs in Fig. 6. 6 and Fig. 6. 8 are obtained after 
subtracting a singular term that is - \ times aEs (y) I whose 
origin is in the free space divergent contribution to the self-
energy insert ( oc 9 o) • Similar remarks apply to Gaussian 
integration inaccuracies as given in the case of the vertex 
correction. The regular energy shift is integrated and 
multiplied by 2 (due to the two self-energy diagrams giving 
exactly the same contribution). The integration used 60 Gaussian 
integration points, 7 of which were extrapolated, using a 
quadratlc polynomial for gv and a linear polynomial for gA. 
In the calculation of the two-body diagrams the one.-gluon 
exchange spin sum imposes the conditions: 
O ~ J ~ 1, j P = \ , 3 / 2 , µ 1 + µ3 = µ2 = µ4 and KP = -1 or 2 . This 
reduces the number of summations significantly, and in addition 
the sum is also absolutely convergent. In the spin sum if KP = 
1 then AP..4 = 2µ4 and I)IL4 = - 2/ 3µ4, and if' KP = 2 then AP.4 = o and ICplC4 ICplC4 1CplC4 
~\ = - / 8/ 9 • All the energy shifts for the different allowed p 4 
values of µ 1 , µ 2 , µ3 , µ4 can be calculated within 5 minutes on an· 
Apollo DN 5500 computer, when Emax = 50 is used. 
6.2 RESULTS 
The energy shifts for the vertex correction and self-energy 
·insert, after subtracting the divergent contribution aEs for the 
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external lsYz quarks, are shown in table 6.1. The colour-flavour 
matrix element was not taken into account. The factor of 2 for 
the two self-energy diagrams was not included. 
Diagram contribution µ. Energy Shift 
to 
VERTEX gv t -1.10497 x 10-2 
' 10-2 + -1.10497 x 
gA t -5.33513 x io-2 
+ 5.33513 x 10-2 
SELF-ENERGY gv t -5.52484 x io-3 
~ 
Table 6.1: 
+ 5.52484 x 10-3 
gA t -2.75832 x 10-2 
+ 2.75832 x 10-2 
Energy shifts due to radiative corrections to the 
quark-quark photon vertex in units of as. The 
spin projection µ. :: µ. 1 = µ.2 of the external quarks 
is indicated by an arrow. 
Similarly, the energy shifts for the one-gluon exchange graphs 
due to lsYz external quarks are shown in table 6. 2, which 
tabulates external quarks satisfying the angular momentum 
projection conservation condition µ 1 + µ3 = µ2 + µ4 • The number 
of times the spin sum was called by the computer code is called 
"counter". The colour-flavour weighting of Appendix E. 3 is 
shown, but the energy shift does not include this factor. The 
factor of 2, due to the 2 two-body diagrams was not included. 
Weiqhtinq µ., 
4 t 
1 t 
1 + 
0 + 
-2 t 
4 + 
Table 6.2: 
6-3 
P.2 P.3 P.4 contri- counter Enerqy Shift 
but ion to 
t t t gv 1350 -5.25647 x 10-15 
gA 2.19738 x 10-2 
+ + t gv 900 -3.80585 x 10-15 
gA 5.01255 x 10-3 
t t + gv 900 -3.80585 x 10-15 
gA -5.01255 x 10-3 
+ t t gv 1350 -5.25647 x 10-15 
gA -2.19738 x 10-2 
t + + gv 1350 -1.45063 x 10-15 
gA 1.51269 x 10-2 
+ t t gv 1350 -1.45063 x 10-15 
gA -1. 51269 x 10-2 
Enerqy shift due to one-qluon exchanqe. All spins 
of incoming and outqoinq quarks are indicated by 
arrows. 
Note that the zero'th order contribution was calculated in eq. 
(115). We use the colour-flavour matrix elements in eqs. E (9) 
and E (17) in conjunction with table 6.1 and 6.2, to obtain table 
6.3. No restoration of units is necessary since gv and gA are 
ordinary numbers independent of the cavity radius R. 
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qv qA 
Zero'th order 1. 0000 1.0883 
Vertex correction -O.Ol47a5 0.1186a5 
Self-energy insert (2 diagrams) 0.0147a5 0.1226a5 
One-gluon exchange (2 diagrams) o. ooooa5 O. 0013a5 
Sum of first order corrections o. ooooa5 o. 2425a5 
Experimental values 1.000 1.239 
Table 6.3: Final Results 
6.3 CONCLUSION 
The weak vector and axial vector current coupling constants gv 
and gA are found to be: 
gv = 1.000 
gA = 1.0883 + 0.2425 a 5 , 
where it is remarkable that the vertex correction contribution 
cancels the self-energy contribution for gv exactly, giving an 
independent verification of the correctness of the algebra in 
this thesis. The contributions beyond zero'th order are small 
compared to .lowest-order values, supporting the underlying 
concept of the bag as a bounded perturbative region within a non-
perturbative vacuum. 
Of interest is to note that vertex and self-energy contributions 
are very nearly the same, in disagreement with papers where self-
energy diagrams are omitted. For gv the two-body term makes no 
contribution, so it depends only on one-body diagrams. We have 
thus verified the eve hypothesis in eq. (47), which demands that 
gv for a transition within an isomultiplet should not be 
influenced by meson clouds or gluonic exchange effects. The 
Ademollo-Gatto theorem demands that there should be no first-
order SU(3)-breaking in the value of gv, which is perfectly 
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consistent with our results, since the value of gv predicted by 
using perfect SU(3) symmetry is exactly 1. Ushio et al (US 84) 
demonstrated that by adding one-gluon exchange contributions to 
the M.I.T. bag model, a difficulty with the experimental fact µA 
> µ 2_ can be resolved. Tshushima et al (TS 88) included meson 
exchange effects in addition to gluon exchange effects, which 
changed his evaluation of gA/gv from 1.26 to 1.29. They found that 
one-gluon exchange effects had a negligible effect on the value 
of gv, in agreemen't our results. H0gaasen et al (HO 88) conf inns 
results due to (US 84) for one-gluon exchan9e corrections, and 
finds a correction of -0.0547 to gA, which is of opposite sign to 
that obtained in this work. Their calculation was done in the 
M.I.T. bag model, and they stated that good agreement with 
experimental SU ( 6) -breaking corrections was obtained from the 
one-gluon exchange diagrams. Maxwell eta! (MA 83) calculated the 
one-gluon corrections to gA as O. 183. In the ·cavity QCD 
calculation the magnitude of the one-gluon exchange correction is 
much less than in the papers cited (see table 6.3), and has an 
insignificant influence on the value of gA, although it agrees in 
sign with (MA 83), who used a similar formalism. They obtain a 
dominant correction to lowest-order results from two-body 
diagrams. 
The value of the colour-electric coupling constant as, consistent 
with the hadron spectrum in the M.I.T. bag model with R " 1 fm, 
is as = 2.2. Using this we obtain gA = 1.62. Perfect agreement 
with experiment would be obtained if we assumed as = 0.58. our 
results are hence not in good agreement with experiment, and this 
is mainly due to the size of the one-body corrections. (TS 88) 
obtained gA = 1.26 in a volume-type cloudy bag model without 
introducing any adjustable parameters, in close agreement with 
experiment. 
Centre of mass corrections were neglected in this calculation. 
Depending on which c.m. correction model is applied, agreement 
with experimental data is sometimes found to improve and 
sometimes found to deteriorate (see e.g. (TS 88) who found tha:t:,·. 
... 
·~the ratio gA/gv worsened when c.m. corrections were incorporated). 
Recoil corrections have also been neglected. 
Our results do, however, recover the SU ( 3) result gA = 1. 67, 
which was lost in the M.I.T. bag model. This is a signature that 
massless quarks behave essentially in a non-relativistic way in 
a cavity field theory. This conclusion is supported by the 
vanishing spin-orbit splitting~ of cavity energies obtained by 
(ST 90) when the quark self-energies are added to the zero'th 
order energies for the lp and ld modes. They obtained that for as 
= 2.423 for the lp modes, and for as = 2.436 for 1d the modes, 
the spin-orbit splitting vanishes completely. This signifies non-
relativistic behaviour of quarks, due to the virtual gluon cloud 
around it. It can be seen that for as= 2.385 we obtain the SU(3) 
value gA = 1·. 667 1, in remarkable agreement with the values for the 
strong coupling constant obtained by (ST 90) in order to 
reproduce non-relativistic behaviour in the cavity field theory. 
Suggested continuations of .this work are: (1) The calculation of 
the ratio gA/gv for the strangeness-conserving decays: l:- -+ A", l:" 
-+ 1:0 ,. g- -+ E0 , as well as for the strangeness-changing decays, 
and (2) The inclusion of masses for the quarks, especially in 
decays where the strange quark is involved. 
/ 
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Appendix A 
THE CAVITY MODES 
The quark and gluon cavity modes given in (BU 88) and (OC 90) are 
briefly recalled for convenience. 
A.1 TBB QUARK CAVJ:TY MODES 
The cavity modes of the quarks are solutions of the Dirac 
equation, subject to the boundary conditions of a static 
spherical cavity as discussed in Chapter 1. The time-independent 
Dirac equation for a zero mass quark with flavour f is 
A (1) 
where en is the quark energy. The solutions of this equation are 
given by the eigenmodes 
A (2) 
and the adjoint spinors by 
A (3) 
The radial, Dirac and magnetic quantum numbers of the cavity mode 
are represented by n = { v , K, µ,} • The usual two-component 
A A A A 
spherical spinor is x:<r) I and X~ic:(r) = a .. rx:(r). The radial 
wave functions gn(r) and fn(r) are defined by 
gn (r) = N: je (pnr) 
R'2 
fn(r) = N:sgn(K)sgn(v)Jr(pnr> 
R'2 
A (4) 
A (5) 
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where R is the cavity radius and jt(x) is the spherical Bessel 
function. The total angular momentum j and the orbital angular 
momentum t are defined in terms of the Dirac quantum number K as 
follows: 
e (K) = j (K) + 1:.sgn (K) 
2 
"I (K) = j (K) - 1sgn (K) 
A (6) 
A (7) 
A (8) 
The quark momentum Pn is determined by the linear boundary 
conditions imposed on the quark fields at the surface of the 
cavity. This can be simplified·to give that Pn is a solution of 
the equation 
A (9) 
where the energy and momentum have been written in terms of the 
dimensionless quantities <i>n and xn respectively. The equations are 
hence formulated to contain only dimensionless variables. We 
define 
A (10) 
A (11) 
I 
Positive and negative energy solutions are characterised by v > 
o and v < o respectively. For calculational purposes we note that 
e = -e . The normalization constant Nn is: 
-v,ic: v,-ic: 
N,2 = 
n 
A (12) 
The eigenmodes, eq. A (2), form a complete and orthonormal set 
of states. The completeness relation is explicitly: 
L Un (.f) u; (.f) = a (3) (.f, ? 1) I I A (13) 
n 
where I is the 4 x 4 unit matrix, and the orthonormality 
condition for the cavity modes is found to be 
A (14) 
A.2 THE GLUON CAVITY MODES 
A similar treatment to that of the quarks is followed here for 
-+ 
the gluons. The gluon modes a~{r) are subject to the M.I.T. 
boundary conditions of Chapter 1, and so are solutions of the 
time-independent d'Alembert equations 
(V2 + O!> a: (.f) = o A (15) 
!: = S, L, M, E labels the solutions of these equations, and 
corresponds to the scalar, longitudinal, transverse magnetic and 
transverse electric polarisations respectively. The compact 
notation m = {N, J, M} denotes the radial, total angular momentum 
and magnetic quantum numbers of the eigenmodes respectively. In 
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terms of spherical Bessel functions and vector spherical 
harmonics, the expansion of the cavity modes are explicitly: 
o ( -) NlllS • • ( n. S ) y ( .o) ams I = 31.JJ umr JM .L 
R2 
A (16) 
amL Cr> = NmL [/JjJ-1 (C~> yJMJ-1 Cr> + ../J + i . coL > yJ. 1 (r)] 
,/R3 (2J + 1) ] J + 1 :mr JM A ( 17) 
amMc.r> = N~jJ<n:X> ~Cr> 
R2 
A (18) 
These equations are defined when the total angular momentum J is 
such that J ~ o for L = s, L and J ~ 1 for L = M, E. The M.I.T. 
boundary conditions reduce to the following gluon energy 
eigenvalue conditions: 
A (20) 
I: = M A (21) 
j J ( C!R> = 0 I I: = E A (22) 
The energies of the scalar and longitudinal modes are the same, 
n~ = n!. The gluon normalization constants are 
N.mS-2 = N.-2 = ];_ j 2 ( nsl:') [1 - J(J + l.)] mL 2 J 111'' CO!R> 2 
N~ = ..!.j; (Q~) [1 - JCJ + ·1 )] 
2 . (C~)2 
A (23) 
For reference purposes we define the diagonal "metric" gl:l: as 
gSS = _ · gLL = _ gMM = _ gSS = 1 i A (24) 
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Appendix B 
VERTEX INTEGRALS 
B.1 THE QUARK-GLUON VERTEX INTEGRAL 
A brief recall of (BU 88) is given for quick reference. The 
interaction between quarks and gluons is described by the vertex 
integral 
B (1) 
In an associated integral the gluon fields are replaced by their 
complex conjugate fields, and we define: 
B (2) 
A separation of the radial and angular dependence of eq. B (1) 
yields that 
o:;:, = R- %R!J dOx( Cr> YJM<f> x~: <£> :E = S,L,E 
B (3) 
o:;:,::;: R-iR::,f dOxf (f) YJM(f)x~'lt"(f) :E ::;: M 
The angular integral is readily done by expanding the spinors and 
spherical harmonics . in a Clebsch-Gordan series (BU 88) • The 
Wigner 3j-symbols is employed to give the result 
( 
j J j ~ (j J j ') 
x -µ M µ') 1 0 -1 
B (4) 
where an abbreviation to shorten the lay-out of the equations has 
been introduced: J = / 2J + 1. The notation of the 3j- symbols is 
that of (VA 88). The radial integrals are found to be 
R 
R::;, = -NmSJ drr 2jJ(O.!z) Snnt(r) 
0 
R 
R;!1 = _Nm;J drn[O.!zjJ+ 1 (0.;;r) - JjJ(O!z) ]unnt(r) 
Q"' o 
R mL -I -nn 
R 
R;:, = NrnE f drr{J(J + 1) jJ(O!r) Unn1(r) 
O!JJ(J + 1) o 
+ (K - K1) [JjJ(O.!r> - O.!rjJ- 1 CO.!r}]Tnn1(r)} 
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B (5) 
B (6) 
B (7) 
B (8) 
Four further abbreviations have been introduced here for the 
radial parts of the quark wave functions: 
Snnt =. gngn' + f nf n' 
T nn1 = gnfn1 + f ngn1 
Unn 1 = gnfn 1 - fngn 1 
Vnn 1 = gngn1 - fnfn 1 
B (9) 
The phase factor from the angular integration of eq. B (4), which 
contains the parity selection rule, can be incorporated in the 
radial functions. This leads to simplifications in later work. We 
define 
B (10) 
where the plus sign is used if ~ = S, L, E and the minus sign if 
~ = M. The vertex integrals involving the scalar and 
longitudinal modes are related by the current conservation 
condition: 
B (11) 
7·2 
B.2 THE QUARX-QUARK-BXTERRAL w--VBRTBX 
If wJL (x) is real, we can define the integral describing the 
interaction between the quark and the external field as 
B (12) 
By comparison to eq. (113) we see that Mnn' is essentially the 
potential due to the w·-field. We note that W0 ¢ O since the w·-
particle carries a charged current. Using eqs. A (2) and A (3), 
and the fact that in the Dirac representation 
if µ = 0 
B (13) 
ifµ= 1,2,3 
A 
and by definition x~ 
so that 
= a · r xµ with a the Pauli matrix vector, 
-K' 
+ I 11 + I - 11 + 11 / 
Xµ X11 = x ... a·fx 11 x ... x ... -icr;.1 ,K Kl- K -Kl 
,.+ 11 1 + I 11 + I 
X'.:icX:r;.1 = X.~ a·fa·fx.~ = X.~ X.~1 B (14) 
a·fa·f = 1 
we obtain after some lengthy expansions 
B (15) 
We choose W0 (x) = W0 and W(x) = (0, O, W2 ), where W0 and W2 are 
real constants. 
A A AA 
We have not used a·raa·r = - a + 2a·rr to simplify terms 
proportional to w0 in eq. B (15), since the expansion would lead 
13 
to a term which if followed through gives rise to a non-symmetric 
/\ 
look to the spin sums: r 3 = cos8 = 14"/3 Y10 • 
Now using 
xf (f) = L XaYem(i') <w1aljm> B (16) 
ma 
where Xa (a = - ~, ~) are the normalized projection spin 
eigenstates, we obtain 
B (17) 
where we used 
B ( 18) ' 
Replacing K' ~ -K', and correspondingly 
t' = j' + ~sgnK' ~ j + ~sgn (-K') = t', we obtain 
B (19) 
Using eq. B (18) together with a 3 Xa = 2axa (a=-~, ~), we obtain 
and an explicit evaluation of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
gives that eq. B (20) becomes 
µ 
- fj 2 - µ2 
fj(j 7 +1) 
-Jj12 - µ2 
fj 1(j + 1) 
- µ 
f(j + 1) (j 7+ 1) 
if j = Q 
if j = Q 
+ ..! , 
2 
+ ..! 2 I 
j' = Q + ..! 
2 
j' = Q - ..! 
2 
if j = Q - ~I j I = Q + ~ 
if J0 = Q - ..! J' 1 = Q - ..! 2 I 2 
This, together with eqs. A (6) to A (8) , and defining 
~ if K.1 = 'K < 0 
vK.2 - IKI + ..! 4 
-~ 1 ~2 1C2 - IK I + ..! 4 
A" -I -lOC 
if K.1 = - 'K - 1 ) 0 
-~ 1 - µ2 1C2 + l~'I + ..! 4 if K.1 = - 'K - 1 ( 0 
- ~ if K.1 = 'K ) 0 
VK.2 + IK I + ..! 4 
gives that 
Note that in eq. B (21) the angular momentum change is 
. 14 
B (21) 
B (22) 
B (23) 
Aj = j '-j = -1, O, 1. This is consistent through angular momentum 
conservation at the vertex with the photon'carrying total angular 
momentum of 1, which is purely due to its spin of 1. The reason 
for this is that the electron and neutrino waves in ~-decay are 
zero orbital angular momentum waves. 
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Replacing K' ~ - K' in eqs. B (22) and B (23), and defining 
~ if K1 = - K ) 0 
Jx.2 - Ix.I + ..! 4 
-~ 1 - ~2 1C2 - IKI + 1 4 
B~ = 
if K1 = K + 1 < 0 
B (24) 
I . 
-~ 1 - µ2 
x.2· + Ix.I + 1 4 
if K1 = K + 1 ) 0 
- ~ if K'.1 = - K < 0 
Jx.2 + Ix.I + ..! 4 
we get: 
B (25) 
Replacing K ~ - Kin eqs. B (22) and B (23), and defining 
~ if K1 = - K < 0 
Jx.2 - Ix.I + ..! 4 
-~ 1 - ~2 1C2 - IKI + 1 4 
c", = lCIC 
if K1 = K - l ) 0 
B (26) 
I 
-~ 1 - µ2 1C2 + IKI + l. 4 if K1 = K - 1 < 0. 
- ~ if K1 = - K ) 0 
Jx.2 + Ix.I + ..! 4 
we find that 
B (27) 
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Replacing K -+ -K, K' -+ -K' in eqs. B (22) and B (23), and 
defining 
~ if K1 = 'IC ) 0 
JK2 - IKI + 1 4 
-~ 1 - ~2 1C2 - IKI + 1 4 
D~ = 
if K1 = - 'IC + 1 < 0 
B (28) 
-~ 1 - µ2 K2 + IKI + 1 4 if K1 = - 1C + 1 ) 0 · 
- ~ if K.1 = - K < 0 
J'K2 + IKI + 1 4 
we find: 
B (29) 
Using eqs. B (15) and B (17) to B (29) ~e see 
Mnn' = J r 2dr{ (Snn,f)KK, - iunn,f)K _ K,) W0 B (30) 
+ (gngn1A!.1 - ignfn1B!.1 + ifngn1C!.1 + fnfn1D!_,) w)5µµ' 
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Appendix C 
SPIN SUMS 
The spin sums over the total angular projection of the 
intermediate particles, which can be done elegantly analytically, 
are presented in this appendix. The notation and phase 
conventions are that of (VA 88) which is consistent with (ED 57). 
For some steps it will be indicated on which page of (VA 88) the 
identity used can be cross-referenced, e.g. (VA p.57). In order 
to use the listed identities, use will be made of the symmetries 
of the Wigner symbols, the restrictions of the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients, the interchange of order of summation and sometimes 
the evaluation of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, to bring the sum 
into the desired form. 
C.1 VERTEX CORRECTION SPZN SUM 
x ( jp J jll(j: J j~J( jq J j2l(jlq J j:] 
-µ.P M µ1 2 0 -2 -µ.q M µ2 2 0 -2 
/ c (1) 
X { <f drr 2 {SpqaKpKq - iUpqaKp _ K) l)l'pl'qWJ 
+ {J drr 2 {gpf]q J d'2x~fa 3x~; - igpfq J d'2x~a3x~~q 
. J " J.I • "' J d" "• v.' } ~ } + ifpgq di.~x-Ka3 XK' + fpf q ux-Ka3"-K' UJ.lpJ.lqwZ 
This is obtained by substitution of the expressions in Appendix 
B for Q~1~, Mpq, Q~~· Here Spq, Upq are defined in Appendix ,B.1. 
Note that we have used eq. B (2). 
7·8 
Looking at the part of eq. C (1) proportional to W
0
, and using 
(VA p.453(8)), we obtain 
where we have defined 
1 if j 1 + jP + J = integer and 
lj1 -jpl:!!: J:!!: jl + jp 
o otherwise 
c (2) 
c (3) 
Take the first term in eq. C (1) proportional to Wz, make use of 
eq. B (20) and change the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients into Wigner 
3j-symbols to obtain 
(
. J ')(. J ') ~ <- 1) µ" • µq • i Jp J1 Jq J2·J· dOx~;o x~q6 
L - up M. µ1 - µq M µ2 'P 3 q µpµq µpllqM r-
·C (4) 
Now use (VA p. 455 (10)), and after summing over all the indices 
except a, we obtain 
( - 1 ) x ( 2x + 1 ) 
c (5) 
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.N.ow summing first over a, and writing down explicit expressions 
for the Wigner 3j- symbols containing a (VA p.271), we find that 
only the x = 1 case is non-zero. Using 
{ 
1 
1 x 1 (- 1) 2 2 I: 20'(- 1)0(2 2J = It 
a -a 0 a 0 
if x = 1 c (6) 
if x = 0 
and summing over x, we find that eq. C (5) becomes 
c (7) 
Note that tq only appears in eq. c (7) in the Kronecker delta. 
Looking at the second, third and fourth terms in the part of eq. 
c (1) proportional to Wz, we replace: 
for the second term . tq into ~q in eq . c ( 7) ; . 
for the third term . 
'-p into ~ in eq . c (7) ; . 
for the fourth term . tq into tq and tp into )> in eq . . 
c (7) .. 
Finally we obtain 
c (8) 
(- 1) Ji + J2 + 1 • • } {f 2 
X jf 5jd2c\.1.11.12 {J1JpJ}Wo + drr {gp!JqF"(QP' Qq) 
- igpf q F(Qp,Qq) + ifpgqF"ff P' Qq) + fpfqF"ffp,Qq)} Wz}} 
C.2 SBLF-ERERGY INSERT SPIN SOM 
x ( jp J jq)(j: J j:)( jp J j2)(j: J j:) 
-µP M µq 2 0 -2 -µq M µ2 2 0 -2 
x { {f drr 2{Sn1qo1t1icq - iUn1 /'ici _ 1Cq}l> 11111qw0} 
+ {J drr 2 {gn
1
gqJ dOx.:fa3x.:; - ign1 fq J dOx:fa3 x.~:q 
+ ifn
1
gqJ dOx.~:1a3x.:;+ fn1 fqJ dOx.~~o 3 x.~~q}o 11111qwz}} 
This is obtained in similar fashion to eq. C (1). 
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c (9) 
Looking at the part of eq. c (9) proportional to W0 , and using 
(VA p.453 (8)), we see 
c (10) 
Take the first term in the part of eq. C (9) proportional to Wz, 
make use of eq. B (20), change the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
into Wigner 3j-symbols and use (VA p.453 (8)) to sum over µq and 
M. With the use of eq. B (23), the expression simplifies to: 
c (11) 
Look at the second, third and fourth terms in the part of eq. 
c ( 9) proportional to Wz, and replace: 
for the second term: Kq into -K q in eq. c ( 11) ; 
for the third term: K1 into -K1 in eq. c ( 11) ; 
for the fourth term: K1 into -K1 and Kq into -K q in eq. 
c ( 11) • 
Finally, we obtain using eqs. B (25), B (27) and B (29): 
·' 
41t 
x { {J drr 2 {Sn1qo1tixq - iUn1qox1 - xJW0 } + {J drr 2 { gn1g~~~q - ign1 f<13~~q + ifn1gqC~~q + fn1 fql)~~q }wz}} 
c (12) 
C.3 OHE-GLUOB EXCHANGE SPIN SUM 
In this case the expression cannot be simplified, and no 
advantage is gained by summing last over a, as in sections (C.1) 
and {C.2). We expand as usual: 
~ - m!: m!: - - ~ - 3 m!: mI: ( - 1) ll2 • 1'3 • i 
41t L.J On1n20n;;,Mpn4 - L...! R Sn2n1Sn3p 4n 
I';:/'! I';}! 
x .J'j,j,j,Jp( !:, ~ ~:)( ~ : :1)( !:, ~ ~:)( ~ : :;) 
c (13) 
x {{J drr 2 {Spn4 0xi>'C4 - iUpn40xr>-x,}Oµr>µ,wo} + 
{J drr 2 { gpgn, J dOx~3a 3 x~,' - igpfn, J dOx~3a3x~~' 
+ ifpgn4 f d0X~~r>0 3X~44 + fpfn4 f d0x~:r>o3x~!,} oµr>µ,wz}} 
This is obtained similarly to eq. C (1). Looking at the part of 
eq. C (13) proportional to W0 , we see 
c (14) 
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Looking at the first term in the part of eq. c (13) proportional 
·to Wz, ~nd using eqs. B (20) and B (23), we see 
c (15) 
Looking at the second term, third term and fourth term in the 
part of eq. c (13) proportional to Wz, we replace 
for the second term: K4 into -K4 in eq. c ( 15) ; 
for the third term: KP into -K p in eq. c ( 15) ; 
for the fourth term: KP into -K p and K4 into -K4 in eq. 
c (15) . 
Finally we obtain, using eqs. B (25), B (27) and B (29): 
x {{J drr 2 {Spn,01t.1>K' - iUpn/'1t.1> _ 1t,} W0 } + 
{f drr 2 { gpgn,A:;, - igpfn,B:;, + ifpgn,c~~' + fpfn,D~~.} wz}} 
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Appendix D 
SUM RULES 
An outline of the derivation of a sum rule is presented in this 
appendix. It provides an independent method of checking the 
correctness of the computer code. It also gives one a handle on 
whether the energy truncation E~x used to truncate the infinite 
sum over the complete set of quark and gluon quantum numbers is 
adequate. 
A "sum rule" is obtained analytically by summing over 
intermediate quarks and gluons, using the completeness relations 
of Appendix A, before doing the integrals over the cavity volume. 
It is found that a sum over all the quantum numbers (p, q and m, 
I:) produces a delta-function in coordinate space, which will 
leave the sum rule badly defined. We hence choose to sum only 
over two of these (in this·case p and q). It is also found that 
we can in addition sum over M, which has the advantage of making 
the sum rule even more sensitive to possible errors in the 
computer code. We could also have chosen other sets of two 
quantum numbers (p and m,I: say). 
The sum rules are too bulky to display and only an outline of the 
vertex correction sum rule will be given. 
D.1 VERTEX CORRECTION SUM RULE 
We define, retaining only vertex integrals in the expression for 
the energy shift in eq. (117): 
VmE = 4 1tgEE ~ 0-mEM QmE nn 1 L..- np pq qn1 
pqM 
D (1) 
8-4 
where the sum includes a sum over the gluon spin projections. 
Using the definitions in eqs. B (12), B (1) and B (2) the above 
is expanded to give 
v:;, = -41tg:E:E .E J d3xun(x)yl'uP(x)a~(x) 
pqM 
Use quark completeness in eq. A (14) 
.Eun (r) un (r 1) = o3 (r - r 1) y 0 
n 
to obtain the result 
v:;, = - 41tgl:l: L J d3xun(x)y~YoYv(l - y 5 )y0ypun1(x)a~(x) wv(x)a!t(X) 
M 
Make use of the identities 
<I. Yo= -yo<I. + 2ao 
<I. ~ = -~ J.. + 2 a ·b 
;/.*·<I. = a*·a 
<I. Ys = -ysJ. 
to obtain after some Dirac algebra that 
Yo<l.*YoW Yori.= a·a*('YoW - 2Wo) + 2(aoWa + a·W)yo<i.* 
'Yoci.*yoW Y5Yo<I. = Y5 (Yoci.*YoW Yo<I.) 
So eq. D (4) becomes 
v:;, = - 4TCg:E:E .E J d 3ru;{r) (1 -y5 )[a·a*(y 0 W - 2W0 ) 
M . 
D (2) 
D (3) 
D (4) 
D (5) 
D (5) 
D (6) 
The explicit simplification of eq. D (6) in the L = L case is 
shown. If the potentials of the gluon fields (eqs. A (16) to 
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A (19) are used, the sum over the first term in eq. D (6) can be 
'done using (VA 88) 
J I: r-.i:icr> ·r~<r> = 
m=J 
For the first term we have 
2J + 1 cS ~LL' 
41tgLLL a · a" = (2J + 1} ~mL (r} 
M 
~mL(r} = N!((J + l)jJ. 1 (0r} + JjJ_i(Or)) 
D (7) 
The second term in eq. D (6) requires considerably more work. 
Noting that W (r} = (O, o, W2 ), it can be seen that 
2gLLL amL (r) ·N(r) /t:U, (r) = 2gLLL (amL (r}) zWzit:U, (r) 
M M 
D (8) 
and noting that ez = e0 ' (Where e0 is the Spherical baSiS VeCtOr I 
and e2 the Cartesian basis vector), it Will be observed that 
D (9) 
Making use of the gluon potentials in Appendix B.1, note (VA 88) 
that 
L = J - 1 or J + 1 
from which we find: 
(amL (r)) 0 = ~[VJ'jJ _ 1 (Or) <J - lMlO IJM> YJ- 1 M(r} 
+ ./J + 1jJ. 1 (Or) <J + lMlO IJM> YJ. 1 M(f)] 
D (10) 
D (11} 
Since ;C~L (r} = - y · a~L (r) , it can be seen, that in order to 
calculate the sum in eq. D (8) we need td compute the quantity 
I 
U(L,t,J), which is defined by: 
where 
U(L,~,J) = L <LMlOIJM>YLMY'~ 
M 
L = J + 1 or J - 1 
t = J + 1 or J - 1. 
D (12) 
\ 
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An alternative is to make use of the recursion relation for the 
spherical harmonics (VA 88) to write eq. D (11) as: 
( ( )) - r rv (J-Ml(J+Ml (f) 
amL r o - Nml{ c2J + ll c2J - ll YJ - 1 M D (13) 
x (jJ- 1 (Or) + jJ + 1 (Or)) - jJ. 1 (Or) cos0YJM(f)] 
where the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients_ in eq. D (11) have been 
evaluated explicitly. This does not lead to significant 
simplification to what showed in eq. D (11), so we assume the 
form in eq. D (11) for the remainder of this appendix. 
N ' y*t - yt (V 215) th . f th t ow using JM - J-M A p. , e expansion o e vec or 
spherical harmonics in terms of spinors and spherical harmonics, 
and (VA p. 144): 
D (14) 
it is found eq. D (12) is identical to 
U(L Q J) = _f_!_ (- l)J+f+1 
I I .,/4ri R D (i5) 
x .E ea ( - 1) M <LMlO IJM> <Qµla IJ - M> <1.MQµ IKk> y Kk 
µaMKk 
Now summing first over µ and M using (VA p.245) and (VA p.260) 
(16)), it is seen that eq. D (15) equals 
U(L,e,J) = (- l)J+l "20 .E (- l)K+o 
y'Ili< Ko 
D (16) 
At this point we can evaluate the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
explicitly (VA p.271): 
<K -a 1 O ll - a>= J1 - a 2 
= ..::! 
2 
= -J 4 ~002 
if K = 0 
if K = 1 D (17) 
if K = 2 
as well as the 6j-symbols (VA p.311) in eq. D (16) and write a 
REDUCE 3. 3 program to expand eq. D ( 16) . However, we shall 
retain the form D (16) for the rest of this appendix. Now 
returning to the original aim of this exercise, we note that eq. 
A (8), when the gluon potentials are expanded, can be written 
2gLLL amL (r) ·W(r) ci:U, (r) = 2w~y{JjJ _ 1 (Or) U(J - 1, J - 1, J) 
M 
D (18) 
+ 2../J(J + l)U(J- 1,J + 1,J)jJ+ 1 (0r)jJ_ 1 (0r) 
+ (J+ l)jJ+ 1(0r)U(J+ 1,J+ 1,J)] 
where O(J - 1, J + 1, J) = O (J + 1, J - 1, J) is used, which is 
obtained by npting that o (L,t, J) as given in eq. D (16) is 
symmetric under exchange L ~ t since the 6j-symbol is symmetric 
under column exchange. The term in square brackets in eq. D ( 18) 
can be written, using eq. D (16) as 
( - 1 } J + 1 L" ( - 1 ) K + a e y < K - a 10 11 - a > lJ.'mLK ( r) N.mL-2 
,;uL..J a K - a 
Ka 
[ {
J-lJ-lK} lfmLK(r) = N:U, J(2J - 1) 1 1 J jJ-1 (Or) D (19) 
{
J-lJ+lJ<l 
+ 2../J(J + 1) (2J + 3) (2J - 1) 1 1 J[jJ + 1 (Or) jJ- 1 (Or) 
{ J + 1 J + 1 K} l +(J+1)(2J+3) 1 1 JjJ+ 1 (0r) 
Finally, putting eq. D (19) into eq. D (18) and adding the 
previous term in eq. D (7) it is obtained that 
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- ITfC- l)J+ 12wzL (- l)K+ae0 <K- alOll - a> V3 . Ka D (20} 
Now, the simplification of eq. D (20} is very straight forward. 
For the first term in eq. D (20) we see that it is very similar 
to eq. B (12}, except for the additional radial function i~(r} 
which will appear in the radial part of the integral. For the 
second term in eq. D (20) we also have similarity to eq •. B (12}, 
with vmLK(r) appearing additio~ally in the radial integral. The 
additional angular term YK _ 0 (r) can be dealt with by using (VA 
p.148 (4)): 
f dOx(a3x~'yK- a = L 2~_!_!__ <~1 0 K 0 '~ o> <~1m 1K - O' IW> 
mm'( ./fi l D ( 21) 
x <w.!~ ljµ> <~'m'.!~ lj 1µ 1> 2 2 
The sum rule obtained in eq. D (20) can now be employed to check 
numerical errors. 
Appendix E 
COLOUR AND FLAVOUR MATRIX 
ELEMENTS 
8·9 
The matrix elements of the external operator, and quark creation 
and annihilation operators between the proton and neutron states, 
will be derived in this appendix. They were carried out using 
the symbolic manipulation package REDUCE 3.3 (a PLl-type 
language), taking about 9 minutes for the one-body and two hours 
for the two-body matrix elements on an Apollo DN 3500 computer. 
Because all external quarks have energy lsy
2 
we know that the 
requirement o1s n' should be part of the colour-flavour matrix 14' 
element. The program employs non-commuting arrays depending on 
the colour, whether the operator annihilates or creates, the 
flavour and the spin projection. The colour sum (restricted by 
€abc) is large, but arithmetic is shortened by using the relation 
<0 J a;fn = 0 and acfn I 0> · = 0 during the evaluation. €abc is 
calculated by calculating the number of permutations necessary to 
bring it in a form €a'b'c' where a' < b' < c'. 
B.1 ORB-BODY COLOUR AND FLAVOUR MATR:IX ELEMENTS 
In the main text the colour and flavour matrix elements for the 
one body interaction are given as 
E ( 1) 
where 
= Ji if f 1 = u, f = d 
lo otherwise 
if f 1 = d, f = u 
otherwise 
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E (2) 
and the A8 's are in the fundamental representation of SU(3) and 
in second quantization 
E (3) 
I l E.abc [ + + + + ] + I N > = v'I"S" aad1stabu1si - aad1si abu1s1 acd1s1 0 > E (4) 
Noting 
E (5) 
we simplify 
~ Tl" ('-'') (A.'") "~'f" I t ~ 4 ti"+ ,..+ I t L.J <N ac'f'n - - -aafn p ) = L.J -3 <N acun1acdn2 p ) 
' ' i 2 c'd 2 de 2 . 2 c f fc c 
E (6) 
I 
as well as 
~ <ivt la·, , ( "'") (~) "f'f a I Pt> L.J c f n 1 2 'd 2 d 2 cfn2 f 1fc1c c c 
E (7) 
. 
Note that the creation and annihilation operators arose from the 
expansion of the field operator v in terms of cavity modes and 
creation operators. To carry out eqs. E (.6) and E (7) we use 
E (8) 
to anti-commute the annihilation operators to the right until 
they annihilate the vacuum. Similarly we anti-commute the 
creation operators to the left until they annihilate the vacuum. 
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We obtain that eq. E (6) equals zero, but eq. E (7) equals 
E (9) 
B.2 ONE-BODY SYHMBTRY RELATIONS 
Referring to eqs. E (6) and E (7), we find: 
E (10) 
Now because eq. E (10) is independent of flavour (refer to eq. E 
(9)), we can exchange the labels u and d inside eq. E (10) with 
the result that INt> changes into !Pt> , and vice versa. But 
then eq. E (10) becomes 
E (11) 
So eq. E (10) and E (11) yields, referring to the expressions for 
the energy shifts in Chapter 4 for the vertex correction, self-
energy and two-body diagrams; that we get the same energy shifts 
if we use T+ where INt> acts on the left and !Pt> on the right, 
and if we use r· where !Pt> acts on the left and INt> on the 
right. Similarly, we have the same energy shifts if we use r· 
where INt> acts on the left and !Pt> on the right, and if we use 
T+ where !Pt> acts on the left and INt> on the right. 
We also show that the colour-flavour matrix element with T+ (eq. 
E (10)), in which INt> acts on the left and !Pt> on the right, is 
zero. Looking at the operators symbolically (where u and d refer 
to up and down flavours respectively), we obtain 
So 
<Nllu•dlPt> - <Oldudu•du•d•u•lo> 
= - <O lduu•ddu•d•u•lo> = + <O lduu•ddu•d•u•lo> 
= - < O I du du• du• d • u + IO> 
<Nt1a;un1aCdn2IPt> = <Ntju•d!Pt> = 0 
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E (12) 
From the previous paragraph it follows that the colour-flavour 
matrix element with r· in which IPt> acts on the left and !Nt> on 
the right must also be zero. 
All the above (together with the expected result that if the 
colour-flavour matrix element is evaluated between two I Nt > 
states or two IPt> states, then it is zero) has been verified in 
REDUCE 3. 3. The above can be proven by a similar line of 
reasoning for the two-body colour-flavour matrix elements, and 
was also verified in REDUCE 3.3. 
B.3 TWO-BODY COLOUR ARD FLAVOUR MATRIX ELEMENTS 
The two-body matrix elements are given by 
Now using the colour factor 
we restrict the colour changes along the quark lines. Noting the 
definitions of r+ and r· in eq. E (2), we obtain 
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E (15) 
where the second d in the last annihilation operator refers to a 
down quark. Similarly 
E (16) 
In a way similar to that described in section E.l, we calculate 
with REDUCE 3.3 that eq. E (15) equals zero, but eq. E (16) 
equals 
- t (4o"l1 oµ310µ31oµ,1 + o1o1i i oµ310µ2 'o",1 + o1o1i ,0µ31 oµ21oµ,1 
- 2 0l't10µ3I01'2 I 0 µ,I + 401'1I01'3 10 1'2 I 0 µ,I) E (17) 
XO 10 10 110 11 n1 , 1s2 n2 , 1s2 np s 2 n4 , s2 
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Appendix F 
NATURAL UNITS AND CONVENTIONS 
In this appendix commonly used conventions are explicitly stated 
and a brief dis'cussion of the Natural unit system is given. 
Throughout this thesis Natural units, i.e. h = c = 1, are used. 
At the end of the calculation the reduced Planck constant and the 
speed of light can be restored by examining the dimensions of the 
quantities in the formulae. The following numerical values for 
he and the proton mass are employed: 
he= 0.197 327 GeV fm 
mp = O • 9 3 8 2 7 2 Ge V / c 2 • 
The cavity radius R is set to equal 1 fm, and is the natural unit 
of length in the spherical cavity. This unit should also be 
restored if M·K·s· units are required. For example, if at the end 
of a calculation we want to change dimensionless energy w into a 
dimensional energy e, we note that energy has M·K·s· units of 
kgm2s"2 which is the same as the units of hc;R, so this quantity 
needs to be restored. We obtain e = 1.iR/hc = 1.i; 0 •197 GeV. 
Bessel's differential equation is given by 
The solutions are given by Bessel functions of the first kind, 
jv(x). 
The convention for the flat Minkowski space metric is: 
g µ.v = g = diag {+l -1 -1 -1} Jl.Y , I I I I 
and the Clifford algebra satisfied by the 4x4 Dirac y matrices is 
{ yJl. I y y } = 2 g/.LY • 
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The 'Y matrices may be represented as 
where the ax are the 2x2 Pauli matrices: 
0 1 = (0 1) 0 2 = (0 -i) 03 = (1 O )1 0 I i 0 I 0 -1 
Throughout this work we use the notation G/12 = GF/12 cos 0c, where 
GF is the Fermi constant for weak interaction, and 0c the Cabibbo 
weak mixing angle. 
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